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Error correcting codes have been essential to the technology we use in everyday life in
digital storage, wireless communication, barcodes, and much more. Different channel
models are used for different types of communication (for example, if information is sent
to one person or to many people) and different types of errors. Partial erasure channels
were recently introduced to model applications in which some information remains after
an erasure event. These remnants of information may be used to increase the chances
of successful decoding. We introduce a new partial erasure channel in which partial
erasures correspond to individual bit erasures in the binary expansion of a 2k-ary symbol
or p-ary symbols in the expansion of a pk-ary symbol. We show how multilevel coding
and multistage decoding may be used on partial erasure channels and investigate cases
in which partial erasure channels may be decomposed into simpler channels. Further, we
show that partial erasure channels do not always decompose into simple erasure channels,
and that when they do, the erasure channels may not be independent. The rest of this
work focuses on three areas: fountain codes on partial erasure channels, relay channels
with partial erasures, and graph-based codes for distributed storage. We adapt a class of
fountain codes for use on partial erasure channels and show an improvement in terms
of the number of symbols that must be generated for the successful decoding of such
codes. In a relay channel setting, we consider a simple three node system with a sender,
receiver, and relay where at least one of the links is a partial erasure channel. When
the sender-receiver link is a degraded version of the sender-relay link, we determine the
capacity of the channel. We also introduce a biregular hypergraph construction and find
locality properties of codes based on these hypergraphs.
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
Modern applications have fueled the development of new types of erasure correcting
codes over the past several decades. Examples of such applications include flash memory
storage, wireless communication, packet-based internet transmission, and distributed
storage. Using partial information has been a topic of interest in recent years, with
research in areas such as regenerating codes in which encoding nodes store multiple
symbols and erasures are recovered by downloading a subset of symbols from accessed
nodes ([4, 5]) and fractional decoding for which a decoder may only download a fixed
proportion of a codeword ([6, 7]). Applications in information storage have also motivated
the recent introduction of partial erasure channels, which aim to model situations in
which some information remains after an erasure event occurs [8, 9]. In this dissertation,
we develop the theory of these channels further. In particular, we introduce a new
partial erasure channel model, derive the capacity of this new channel, and examine the
decomposition of partial erasure channels. We also look at coding applications such as
fountain codes and relay channels in this context.
Graph-based codes have also been in the forefront of research in coding theory due to
their efficient iterative decoders [10, 11, 12, 13, 14]. In Chapter 2, we give a brief overview
of parts of classical coding theory necessary to understand the results we present. This
includes the definition of a linear code and an explanation of mutual information and
2capacity. We also review Low-Density Parity-Check (LDPC) codes, a family of graph-based
codes that are widely used in applications today. Finally, we give a survey of the partial
erasure channels introduced in [8, 9]: the q-ary Partial Erasure Channel (QPEC) and the
q-ary Multi-bit Channel (QMBC).
The goal of partial erasure channels is to handle cases in which some information
remains after an erasure event. The QPEC has partial erasure sets of a fixed size, with
each possible set of a given size containing the original symbol being equally likely [8].
The QMBC has partial erasures corresponding to bursts of bit erasures, each starting with
the rightmost bit [9]. In Chapter 3, we present the Multilevel Erasure Channel (MEC), a
new partial erasure channel in which partial erasures correspond to bit erasures in the
binary representation (or, more generally, p-ary symbols in the p-ary representation) of
a symbol that is transmitted. The MEC may be applied as a natural model of erasures
in multilevel flash memory storage, where erasures at the digit level may occur with
different probabilities, depending on the system’s storage architecture. In 1948, Claude
Shannon introduced a mathematical theory of communication [15]. Part of this theory
includes the study of the capacity of a channel, or how much information may be sent
across the channel reliably. Along with the MEC channel model, we derive the capacity
of the MEC.
In Chapter 4, we present results on multilevel coding and multistage decoding in the
partial erasure setting. Multilevel coding and mutistage decoding were introduced in
[16] as a tool for using side-information during decoding. The goal is to communicate
more bits per channel use reliably by using this information. Using a multilevel coding
scheme on the MEC, we are able to prove the capacity result presented in Chapter 3
and show that the MEC may be decomposed into simple independent Binary Erasure
Channels (BEC). Applying a similar scheme on the QPEC, we see that while there are
cases in which the QPEC decomposes into simple erasure channels, it does not always
3do so. Furthermore, when the QPEC does decompose in simple erasure channels, they
may not be independent. When the QPEC decomposes into simpler channels, this may
simplify decoding analysis.
In Chapter 5 we show how Luby Transform (LT) codes may be used in a partial erasure
setting. LT codes were introduced in [17] as a realization of fountain codes. Fountain codes
are rateless in the sense that for a given set of information symbols, there is no limit on the
number of encoding symbols produced. Such codes have many applications in settings
where a message must be sent to multiple receivers or reception may be interrupted.
Encoding symbols are generated until enough symbols are received for every receiver in
the system to decode the message. We show that by taking advantage of the information
left in a partial erasure, an LT code on the MEC requires fewer symbols to be generated
than on the corresponding QEC.
In Chapter 6 we investigate relay networks with partial erasures. Relay channels were
introduced in [18], and capacity bounds in various cases were derived in [19]. In the
simple relay setting we consider, information is sent from the sender to the receiver both
directly and through a relay node. Information from the sender and from the relay may
be combined at the receiver to assist with decoding. We extend the cut-set bound of [19]
to the setting in which the sender-relay link is a MEC and the other links are QECs. We
also show that the cut-set bound may be achieved by giving an asymptotic analysis of
how the codes may be chosen.
Finally, we present results on hypergraph codes in Chapter 7. Codes from regular
hypergraphs with expansion-like properties were introduced and analyzed in [20, 21].
In distributed storage, codes in which erasures can be recovered by accessing a small
number of code symbols rather than the full code word are of high interest. There are a
variety of parameters that aim to measure this property. We consider the locality of a code
(which measures the number of symbols that must be accessed to recover an erasure) and
4the availability of a code (which is the number of disjoint repair sets there are for each
symbol) [22, 23]. We introduce a construction for biregular a biregular hypergraph and
consider the locality and availability of the resulting hypergraph code.
5Chapter 2
Preliminaries
The fields of coding theory and information theory began with Shannon’s A Mathematical
Theory of Communication [15]. Shannon’s paper introduced a model for the exchange
of information as well as a framework for how to measure the amount of information
conveyed between a sender and a receiver. In particular, Shannon introduced the notion
of a channel and gave probabilistic proofs of the existence of good codes. We begin with
a review of the basics of linear codes and channel coding. We also present background
on Low-Density Parity-Check codes. We will end the section with an overview of partial
erasure channels.
2.1 Linear Codes
There are several applications in which information must be sent or stored, such as
internet communication, servers in a network, wireless communications and many, many
more. When information is sent or stored, it is subject to various types of errors due to
noise on the channel (for example, interfering signals or charge leakage in flash memories).
Messages can be encoded with error-correcting codes to assist with information recovery
if an error occurs.
Definition 1. A code C of length n over an alphabet A is a subset C ⊆ An. If C is a
6k-dimensional subspace of GF(q)n, then C is an [n, k]q linear code.
In an [n, k]q code, k information symbols are encoded to a length n word called a
codeword. The higher the ratio of information symbols to code word symbols, the more
efficient the code is in terms of symbols used. This efficiency is measured by the rate of
the code.
Definition 2. The rate of an [n, k]q linear code is the ratio of transmitted symbols to
message symbols, r = kn .
Linear codes are commonly defined using a generator matrix or a parity-check matrix.
Definition 3. A generator matrix G of a linear code C is an n× k matrix such that
C = {xG|x ∈ GF(q)k}.
Definition 4. A parity-check matrix H of a linear code C is an (n− k)× n matrix such that
HcT = 0 if and only if c is a codeword in C.
Note that a generator matrix is used to encode a message, and a parity-check matrix
can be used to check if a given word is in the code. A generator matrix or parity-check
matrix of a code is not unique, and certain generator or parity-check matrices may lead
to simpler analysis of a code than others. Finding matrix representations that reveal
code properties is part of the art of code design. The representation may also impact the
performance of the decoder.
The Hamming distance between codewords can be measured by counting the number
of coordinates in which the codewords differ. If two codewords are far apart, they are
unlikely to be confused even if errors occurs.
7Definition 5. The minimum distance of a code C is the smallest Hamming distance between
distinct codewords. An [n, k]q code with minimum distance d is denoted [n, k, d]q.
The minimum distance of a code guarantees a certain number of errors that can be
corrected by decoding to the closest codeword. Note also, that if fewer than d errors have
occurred, then we can detect that an error has occurred.
Theorem (Hamming ‘49). For a code with minimum distance d, there is a decoder that can
detect that an error has occurred if there are up to d− 1 errors and there is a decoder that can
correct every pattern of up to b d−12 c errors.
Codes with high minimum distance are desirable for their guaranteed error correction
capabilities. However, the highest possible minimum distance of a linear code is limited
by the blocklength and number of information symbols of the code.
Theorem (Singleton Bound). If C is an [n, k, d]q code, then d ≤ n− k + 1.
Definition 6. If C is an [n, k, d]q code that meets the Singleton bound, then C is a Maximum
Distance Separable (MDS) code.
2.2 Channel Coding
The process of transmitting or storing data may be studied using a model with three
steps: encoding, transmission across a channel, and decoding. Figure 2.1 illustrates the
steps most often considered when a message x is transmitted.
Definition 7. A (communication) channel is defined by an input alphabet X , an output
alphabet Y , and transition probabilities W(y | x) = Pr(output is y | input is x) for each
x ∈ X , y ∈ Y .
8Encoder Channel Decoderx
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xˆ
Figure 2.1: Channel coding: A message x is encoded to a codeword c and sent through a channel.
The received word r is decoded to an estimated message xˆ. Decoding is successful when xˆ = x.
Definition 8. The probability of decoding error for a word x, Perr(x), is the probability
that the message x is transmitted, but the received word y is not decoded to x. Overall,
the probability of decoding error, Perr, is the probability that the estimate of a message
does not match the word sent.
A central goal in coding theory is to find codes that are efficient (have a high rate) and
reliable (have a low Perr). The best possible rate for a given error tolerance depends on
the channel.
2.2.1 Mutual Information and Capacity
As Shannon observed, given a channel model, it is natural to ask how much information
can be reliably sent across the channel. In other words, we would like to know the
highest rate a code can have if we want to send information across the channel with a low
probability of error. The entropy of a random variable X measures the average uncertainty
associated with X, or the average amount of information we gain if we learn the value of
X.
Definition 9. The entropy (or uncertainty) of a random variable X taking on values
x1, x2, . . . , xn with probabilities p1, p2, . . . , pn, respectively, is
H(X) := −
n
∑
i=1
pi log2 pi.
90.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1
0.25
0.5
0.75
1
p
H
(X
)
Figure 2.2: The entropy for a random variable X as a function of p = Pr(X = 0).
Example 1. Consider a binary random variable X taking value 0 with probability p and 1
with probability (1− p). The entropy function for X is
H(X) = −p log2 p− (1− p) log2(1− p).
This is known as the binary entropy function and is show in Figure 2.2.1. Note that when
the probability that X = 0 is either 0 or 1, there is no uncertainty. When Pr(X = 0) =
Pr(X = 1), we are completely uncertain about the outcome. Consider tossing a coin. If
the coin is fair, we cannot predict whether a toss will come up heads or tails. As we look
at increasingly biased coins, we become more certain about the outcome. For example, we
are more confident in our prediction of the outcome of a toss if we know that heads occur
with probability 99100 than we are about our prediction for a coin with heads occurring
with probability 23 .
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We may also consider conditional entropy, the amount of uncertainty about a random
variable given that another random variable’s value is known.
Definition 10. The conditional entropy of a random variable X taking on values in finite
set X given a random variable Y taking values in a finite set Y is
H(X|Y) := − ∑
y∈Y
Pr(y) ∑
x∈X
Pr(X = x|Y = y) log(Pr(X = x|Y = y)).
More information and an extension to more variables can be found in [24].
When analyzing channels, we are often interested in the amount of information about
the input revealed by the output. This can be measured using mutual information.
Definition 11. The mutual information between two random variables X and Y taking on
values in finite sets X and Y , respectively, is defined by
I(X; Y) := H(X)− H(X|Y) = − ∑
x∈X
∑
y∈Y
Pr(X = x, Y = y) log
(
Pr(X = x)
Pr(X = x|Y = y)
)
.
Intuitively, this tells us that the amount of information passed between X and Y is the
difference between the amount of information we gain by learning the value of X and the
amount of information we gain by learning about X provided we know the value of Y.
Mutual information follows a chain rule that is often useful in calculations.
Theorem (Chain Rule of Mutual Information).
I(X1, X2, · · · , Xn; Y) =
n
∑
i=1
I(Xi; Y|X1, X2, . . . , Xi−1)
and
I(X1, X2, . . . , Xn; Y|Z) =
n
∑
i=1
I(Xi; Y|X1, X2, . . . , Xi−1, Z).
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If we can maximize the mutual information between the input random variable X and
output random variable Y, we maximize the amount of information we can send across
the channel reliably. Consider the following theorem of Shannon.
Theorem (Shannon, 1948). For each channel, there is a capacity C such that for all R < C, and
ε > 0, there is a code of rate R and a corresponding decoder that achieves probability of decoding
error Perr < ε. For all R > C, there is some ε such that no such code and decoder exist.
The capacity of a channel C, denoted Cap(C), is an upper bound on the rate at which
information may be transmitted with arbitrarily low probability of error. The capacity
of a channel can be found as the maximum over channel input distributions px of the
information conveyed about the input X by the output Y. That is
Cap(C) = max
{px}
I(X; Y) = max
{px}
(H(Y)− H(Y|X)).
Determining the capacity of different channels has been a main interest of coding
theory since the field’s inception [19, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28].
2.2.2 Erasure Channels
Different channels have different types of errors. These channels may be used to model a
variety of applications, and the channel used depends on the type of noise for a given
application. Some types of errors include bit flips (a bit changes parity), deletions (parts
of a codeword are removed), insertions (additional symbols are added by the channel),
and others. We will focus on erasures – bits or symbols that have been erased, but whose
locations are known. For example, the loss of a server in a distributed storage system may
be modeled using erasures. If a server goes down, we may not know what information
was stored on the server, but we do know which server is not responding. Another
12
example is packet-based communication (such as sending information across the internet)
in which a packet may be lost during transmission.
The Binary Erasure Channel (BEC) with erasure probability ε is a binary-input channel
model in which a bit may be erased with probability ε or sent without error with
probability 1− ε (see Figure 2.3). When an erasure occurs, the channel outputs an erasure,
which may be represented by a symbol “?” to indicate that bit has been erased.
X Y
1
0
1
0
?
1− ε
ε
1− ε
ε
Figure 2.3: The BEC with erasure probability ε.
The q-ary Erasure Channel (QEC) is a generalization of the BEC in which a q-ary input
symbol is either erased or sent without error. The transition probability of the QEC with
erasure probability ε is given by
Pr(Y = y | X = x) =

1− ε y = x
ε y =?
0 else
.
Note that when a symbol is sent, it will still either be received intact (with probability
1− ε) or it will be erased, and ? will be received (with probability ε). On the QEC, any
symbol received is known to be correct. Also note that if each input symbol is equally
likely to occur, then a received erasure symbol is equally likely to have been any of
the possible inputs. Figure 2.2.2 shows the transition probabilities for the 3-ary erasure
13
channel.
X Y
1
α
0
1
0
α
?
1− ε
ε
1− ε
ε
1− ε
ε
Figure 2.4: The 3-ary erasure channel with erasure probability ε.
The capacity of the QEC is (1− ε) q-ary symbols per channel use [29].
2.3 Low-Density Parity-Check (LDPC) Codes
There are many different techniques for designing codes. Since Shannon first presented
the problem, one goal of code design is to find capacity-approaching codes. We will focus
on Low-Density Parity-Check codes in this section. Other notable codes include Turbo codes
[12], Expander codes [30], and Polar codes [31], but these families will not be discussed here.
Luby Transform (LT) codes will be discussed in Chapter 5.
Introduced by Gallager, Low-Density Parity-Check (LDPC) codes are a family of error-
correcting codes defined by sparse parity-check matrices [10]. The sparsity of the matrix
allows for an efficient decoding process due to the small number of variable nodes
involved in each check equation. LDPC codes may be represented graphically using
a graph that is now referred to as the Tanner graph [11]. For a binary code with an
(n− k)× n parity-check matrix H, the Tanner graph is a bipartite graph with n variable
nodes and (n− k) check or constraint nodes (typically simple parity checks). There is an
14
edge between constraint node ci and variable node vj in the Tanner graph when hij = 1
in H.
A parity-check matrix of an LDPC code is the adjacency matrix of the Tanner graph.
Note that a different matrix representation will result in a different Tanner graph for the
same code. A sparse parity-check matrix leads to a sparse graph representation, making
LDPC codes amenable to efficient graph-based iterative decoding algorithms [11].
Example 2. Suppose a binary code C has parity-check matrix
H =

1 1 0 0
1 0 1 0
0 1 1 1
 .
Then C may be represented by the Tanner graph in Figure 2.5, where circles denote
1
v1
v2
v3
v4
c1
c2
c3
Figure 2.5: A Tanner graph with 4 variable nodes (circles) and 3 check nodes (squares).
variable nodes and squares denote constraint nodes. By the definition of the parity-
check matrix, a vector v = (v1, v2, v3, v4) is a codeword in C if and only if the following
15
parity-check equations are satisfied.
v1 + v2 = 0
v1 + v3 = 0
v2 + v3 + v4 = 0.
Each row of the parity check matrix (and so each parity-check equation) corresponds to a
constraint node in the Tanner graph, and each column corresponds to a variable node.
Tanner also introduces generalized LDPC codes in which the constraint nodes are
subcodes with blocklength equal to the degree of the constraint node rather than simple
parity checks (note that the subcodes are not subcodes of the overall code) [11]. When
the subcode is the same at every constraint node, Tanner provides a lower bound on the
minimum distance of the generalized LDPC code in terms of the minimum distance of its
subcode and the girth of the Tanner graph. When the subcodes are simple parity checks,
the minimum distance of each subcode is 2.
Irregular LDPC codes (LDPC codes whose Tanner graphs are not regular) were in-
troduced in [32]. In these irregular LDPC codes, the variable and check node degree
distributions are important design properties that affect the decoding threshold of the graph
(the highest channel erasure probability for which the probability of decoding error will
tend towards zero as the iterations of decoding progress) [32, 14]. In [14], irregular LDPC
codes were shown to be capacity-approaching through the optimization of the degree
distribution for long LDPC codes.
Nonbinary LDPC codes are defined similarly to their binary counterparts. Their
parity-check matrices have entries in GF(q) and are sparse in the number of nonzero
entries. Each nonzero entry is viewed as a weight on the corresponding edge of the
16
Tanner graph, and acts as a coefficient in the corresponding check equation. An example
of a LDPC code over GF(3) is shown in Figure 2.6.
H =
α 1 0 01 0 1 0
0 1 α 1

v1
v2
v3
v4
c1
c2
c3
α
1
1
1
1
α
1
αv1 + v2 ≡ 0 (mod 3)
v1 + v3 ≡ 0 (mod 3)
v2 + αv3 + v4 ≡ 0 (mod 3).
Figure 2.6: Left: A parity-check matrix H for a code C over GF(3). Center: The graph
corresponding to H. Right: The equations that must be satisfied if v = (v1, v2, v3, v4) ∈ C.
2.4 Partial Erasure Channels
In some applications, it is reasonable to consider erasure events that leave remnants of
information behind. For example, NAND flash memories and phase change memory are
susceptible to retention errors and read errors [33, 34]. In these cases, multiple bits are
stored in a cell and some bits may not be determined accurately during a readout of cell
voltages, leading to partial erasures. Partial erasure channels were recently introduced to
model such situations [8, 9].
2.4.1 q-ary Partial Erasure Channel
Motivated by applications in non-volatile memory multi-level read channels, the q-ary
Partial Erasure Channel (QPEC) was introduced in [8]. The QPEC is a generalization of the
QEC on which partial erasures occur instead of full erasures. The QPEC is parameterized
by erasure probability ε and erasure size M. Based on the information remaining if a
symbol is erased, the receiver has a set of M symbols as candidates for the symbol that
was sent.
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In a partial erasure of an input symbol x, a set of M symbols (for some fixed 2 ≤ M ≤
q) containing x is received as the output. Each of the ( q−1M−1) sets of size M containing x are
equally likely to occur. The transition probability of the QPEC with erasure probability ε
is given by
Pr(Y = y | X = x) =

1− ε y = x
ε
( q−1M−1)
y =?(i)x
,
where i = 1, 2, . . . , ( q−1M−1), and each ?
(i)
x is a distinct M-set containing x. Figure 2.7 shows
an example of the QPEC with q = 4 and M = 2. If the symbol 0 ∈ GF(4) is sent, either 0
or one of the three possible sets containing 0 and one other symbol are received. Note
that on the QPEC, unless M = q, it is not possible to have a full erasure. More specifically,
q − M symbols are known to have not been sent whenever an erasure occurs on the
QPEC.
X Y
0
1
α
α+ 1
0
{0, 1}
1
{0, α}
α
{1, α}
{1, α+ 1}
α+ 1
{α, α+ 1}
{0, α+ 1}
1− ε
ε/3
ε/3
ε/3
Figure 2.7: The 4-ary Partial Erasure Channel (QPEC) with M = 2.
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Cohen and Cassuto [8] show that the capacity of the QPEC is 1− ε logq M. Observe
that if M = q, then the QPEC is equivalent to the QEC. If q = 2, then M = 2 as well, and
QPEC is equivalent to the BEC.
In [8], Cohen and Cassuto give an iterative message-passing decoding algorithm for
LDPC codes over GF(q) on the QPEC. In the algorithm, the subsets of possible values
of a variable node are passed along the edges. Check node calculations involve taking
sums of subsets of GF(q), and variable node calculations are performed by taking the
intersection of the incoming subsets. Decoding succeeds when the intersection at each
variable node is a set with cardinality one. Moreover, the codeword estimate that results
when all variable node subsets have size one is guaranteed to be the original codeword.
The decoder fails if the size of an erasure subset at one or more variable nodes never
reaches one. Since calculations involve taking Minkowski sums of sets of up to q symbols,
the analysis of this decoder is complex.
In the traditional q-ary erasure setting, density evolution is the process of tracking the
probability of a message from check-to-variable (CTV) node or variable-to-check (VTC)
node being in error as iterations progress [10, 35]. If the probability of CTV error is below
a predetermined threshold after a fixed number of iterations, the decoding process is
declared a success. In the case of the QPEC, density evolution may be approximated by
tracking the probability that the message sets have cardinality m [8]. Assume a regular
LDPC code with check node degree dc and the variable node degree dv. The Dirac delta
function, which is 1 if m = 1 and 0 otherwise, is denoted by δm−1.
Essentially, when determining what to send to a message node v, a check node finds
the sum of messages sent from all its neighbors other than v. The probability of a CTV
message with size m in iteration l is denoted by Plm. This probability is determined by the
sizes of the incoming message sets from the preceding VTC messages. As shown in [8],
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the CTV message sizes have the following probabilities:
Plm = ∑
{|Sj|}dc−1j=1
(
dc−1
∏
j=1
Ql−1|Sj|
)
Pm({|Sj|}dc−1j=1 ),
where Pm({|Sj|}) denotes the probability of a CTV message of size m being output on
the lth iteration, given input message sizes in {|Sl−1j |}dc−1j=1 .
When determining what message to send to a check node c, a message node essentially
finds the intersection of messages from its neighboring check nodes other than c. The
probability of a VTC message with size m in iteration l is denoted by Qlm. As shown in
[8], the VTC message sizes have the following probabilities:
Qlm = ε ∑
{|Sj|}dv−1j=1
(
dv−1
∏
j=1
Pl|Sj|
)
Qm,iv({|Sj|}) + (1− ε)δm−1,
where Qm,iv({|Sl−1j |}) denotes the probability of a VTC message with size m, given that
the incoming CTV messages are as indicated above. Note that if m = 1, then the variable
node has been decoded correctly.
2.4.2 q-ary Multi-bit Channel
Cohen, Raviv, and Cassuto introduce the q-ary Multi-bit Channel (initially called the q-ary
Bit Measurement Channel) in [9] to model the premature termination of reads in multi-
level memories. On the q-ary Multi-bit Channel (QMBC), erasure events correspond to
bursts of erasures starting with the rightmost bit in the binary representation of a 2k-ary
symbol. Henceforth, for x ∈ GF(2k), we will use x to refer both to the symbol and its
binary expansion.
On the QMBC, the probability of an i-bit long erasure is given by εi for i = 0, 1, . . . , k
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and the probability that some erasure event occurs is 1− ε0 = ∑ki=1 εi. The transition
probabilities for the symbol 000 over the 8-ary QMBC are shown in Figure 2.8 The capacity
000 000
{000, 001}
{000, 001, 010, 011}
{000, 001, 010, 011, 100, 101, 110, 111}
ε0
ε1
ε2
ε3
Figure 2.8: Transition probabilities of 000 on the 8-ary QMBC.
of the QMBC is 1−∑kj=1
jε j
k measured in q-ary symbols per channel use [9].
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Chapter 3
Multilevel Erasure Channel
While the idea of a partial erasure is addressed in [8, 9], these channel models do not
encompass all plausible types of partial erasures. In particular, the QPEC assumes that
all partial erasure sets have the same cardinality and the QMBC requires that all erasures
are bursts starting from the rightmost bit. Some applications may have erasure events
resulting in partial information with a different structure.
In flash memory storage, binary representations of q-ary symbols can be stored with
bits on separate “pages,” each prone to different erasure rates [36]. For example, using
the notation of [36], in triple level cell (TLC) flash, the bits of an 8-ary symbol stored
on separate pages are called the least significant bit (LSB), center significant bit (CSB)
and most significant bit (MSB). An example of this is shown in Figure 3.1. In the figure,
the MSB is shown stored in the leftmost page, the LSB is shown in the rightmost page,
and the CSB is shown in the center page. For a typical mapping scheme (of encoded
bits to signal voltage levels), the MSB should have the lowest probability of erasure. To
address partial erasures corresponding to bit erasures within a symbol, we introduce
the Multilevel Erasure Channel (MEC) in [1]. We note that this is a natural model that
may capture the behavior of information stored in this case as well as in many other
applications.
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α+ 1 ∈ GF(8)→ 011→
MSB CSB LSB
0 1 1
Figure 3.1: Storing a symbol in GF(8) across three pages.
3.1 Channel Model
We now introduce the MEC, a channel in which partial erasures correspond to one or
more erasures at the bit or digit level. A 2k-ary symbol x sent across the MEC with erasure
probability ε will either be received without error with probability 1− ε, or an erasure
event will occur with probability ε. An erasure event may consist of any combination
of bits in the binary representation of x being erased. For i = 1, . . . , k, we will use γi
to denote the probability that bit i is erased. For each j = 1, . . . , k, there are (kj) sets of
symbols whose binary representations differ from the binary representation of x in at
most j selected bits. Using similar notation to [8], we define the super-symbol ?Bx to be
the set of 2k-ary symbols differing from x in at most the bits given by a nonempty index
set B ⊆ [k].
For a 2k-ary symbol x, the transition probability of the MEC is given by
Pr(Y = y | X = x) =

1− ε y = {x},
∏
i∈B
γi∏
i/∈B
(1− γi) y =?Bx , B ⊆ [k]
,
where
ε = ∑
B⊆[k]
(
∏
i∈B
γi∏
i/∈B
(1− γi)
)
.
When each bit has the same probability, γ, of being erased, we say the channel is
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constrained. The constrained MEC has the following transition probability.
Pr(Y = y | X = x) =

1− ε y = {x}
γj(1− γ)k−j y =?Bx with |B| = j,
for j = 1, . . . , k, and where
ε =
k
∑
j=1
(
k
j
)(
γj(1− γ)k−j
)
= 1− (1− γ)k.
X Y
00
01
10
11
00
{00, 01}
01
{00, 10}
10
{01, 11}
11
{10, 11}
{00, 01, 10, 11}
1− e
γ(1− γ)
γ(1− γ)
γ2
Figure 3.2: 4-ary constrained MEC with erasure probability ε and bit error probability γ.
The 4-ary constrained MEC is shown in Figure 3.2. Note that if the symbol 00 = 0 ∈
GF(4) is sent, then the possible outcomes are (i) no erasure occurs ({00} is received), (ii)
the rightmost bit is erased ({00, 01} is received), (iii) the leftmost bit is erased ({00, 10} is
received), or (iv) both bits are erased (GF(4) is received). The possible outcomes for the
other input symbols are similar.
Example 3. For an 8-ary symbol the transition probability of the constrained MEC in
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which every bit has probability γ of being erased is given by
Pr(Y = y | X = x) =

1− ε y = {x}
γ(1− γ)2 y =?Bx with |B| = 1
γ2(1− γ) y =?Bx with |B| = 2
γ3 y =?Bx with |B| = 3,
where
ε =
3
∑
j=1
(
3
j
)(
γj(1− γ)3−j
)
= 1− (1− γ)3.
For example, assume x = (0, 0, 0) is transmitted, corresponding to the symbol 0 ∈ GF(8).
Then the possible output sets and their transition probabilities are
Pr(Y = y | X = 000) =

(1− γ)3 y = {000}
γ(1− γ)2 y = {000, 001}, {000, 010}, or {000, 100}
γ2(1− γ) y = {000, 001, 010, 011}, {000, 001, 100, 101},
or {000, 010, 100, 110}
γ3 y = GF(8)
.
Figure 3.3 shows a comparison of the transition probabilities for an input 00 over the
4-ary QEC, QPEC, QMBC, and MEC. Note that the size and number of outputs varies for
the different channels.
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00
00
GF(4)
QEC
1− ε
ε
Pr(Erasure): ε
00
00
{00, 01}
{00, 10}
{00, 11}
QPEC, M = 2
1− ε
ε/3
ε/3
ε/3
ε
00
00
{00, 01}
GF(4)
QMBC
ε0
ε1
ε2
1− ε0 = ε1 + ε2
00
00
{00, 01}
{00, 10}
GF(4)
MEC
1− ε
(1− γ1)γ2
γ1(1− γ2)
γ1γ2
ε = γ1 + γ2 − γ1γ2
Figure 3.3: Transition probabilities seen by x = 00 ∈ GF(4) for the QEC, QPEC with
M = 2, QMBC, and MEC. For ease of comparison, we use the binary representation of
each symbol.
3.2 Capacity
With the introduction of a new channel, a natural goal is to determine the capacity of the
channel. We first show that the constrained MEC is uniformly dispersive.
Definition 12. A channel with possible outputs y1, . . . , yt is said to be uniformly dispersive
if the set
A(x) := {Pr(Y = y1 | X = x), . . . , Pr(Y = yt | X = x)}
is identical for each input symbol x [37].
Lemma 1 ([1]). The constrained MEC is uniformly dispersive.
Proof. For any input x on the constrained MEC, there are (kj) possible outputs of size 2
j for
each j = 0, . . . , k. For each output y of size 2j, Pr(Y = y | X = x) = γj(1−γ)k−j. Moreover,
an output set of size 2j is obtained by choosing which bits to vary in (kj) ways and choosing
the remaining bits in 2k−j ways. Thus, there are a total of ∑kj=0 (
k
j)2
k−j = 3k total possible
channel outputs. Of these 3k outputs, 3k − ∑kj=0 (kj) = 3k − 2k have probability 0 of
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occurring given a fixed input x. Therefore,
A(x) := { 0, . . . , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
3k−2k times
} ∪
k⋃
j=0
{γj(1− γ)k−j, . . . ,γj(1− γ)k−j︸ ︷︷ ︸
(kj) times
}
regardless of x, as desired.
Using the fact that 1− ε = (1− γ)k and that the constrained MEC is a uniformly
dispersive channel, for any input distribution,
H(Y|X) = −
k
∑
j=0
(
k
j
)
γj(1− γ)k−j log(γj(1− γ)k−j).
Thus to determine capacity, it is enough to maximize H(Y). For the uniform input
distribution {px} where Pr(X = x) = 1/q for each x ∈ GF(q), we have
H(Y) = −
k
∑
j=0
(
k
j
)
γj(1− γ)k−j log(2j−kγj(1− γ)k−j).
It follows that given the uniform input distribution and q = 2k,
I(X; Y) = k(1− ε)1/k
measured in bits per channel use, or
I(X; Y) = k logq(2)(1− ε)1/k = (1− ε)1/k
measured in q-ary symbols per channel use. A plot of I(X; Y) as a function of ε for
various k is shown in Figure 3.2.
We now show that the uniform input distribution is a capacity-achieving input
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Figure 3.4: I(X, Y) as a function of ε on the constrained MEC.
distribution when k = 2 to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 1 ([1]). The capacity on the constrained multilevel erasure channel with k = 2 is
Cap(C-MEC) = (1− ε)1/2.
Proof. Let Pr(·) be a capacity achieving input distribution for the MEC. For each input
xi ∈ GF(4), let Yi be the set of possible outputs. Then
I(xi; Y) = ∑
y∈Yi
Pr(y | xi) log
(
Pr(y | xi)
Pr(y)
)
=(1− ε) log(1− ε) + 2(1− γ)γ log((1− γ)γ)
+ γ2 log(γ2)− ∑
y∈Yi
(Pr(y | xi) log(Pr(y))) .
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For xi = 0,
∑
y∈Y0
(Pr(y | 0) log(Pr(Y = y))) = (1− ε) log(Pr(0)) + 2γ(1− γ) log(γ(1− γ))+
γ(1− γ) log(Pr(0) + Pr(1)) + γ(1− γ) log(Pr(0) + Pr(α)) + γ2 log(γ2)
and the sum is similar for each xi ∈ GF(4). By the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions
[37], a capacity achieving input distribution for a channel with capacity C must satisfy
I(x; Y) = C for all x with Pr(x) > 0. If each ∑y∈Yi (Pr(y | xi) log(Pr(Y = y))) is equal,
then we have the following system of equations.
log(Pr(0)) +
γ
(1− γ) log(Pr(0) + Pr(α)) = log(Pr(1)) +
γ
(1− γ) log(Pr(1) + Pr(α+ 1))
log(Pr(0)) +
γ
(1− γ) log(Pr(0) + Pr(1)) = log(Pr(α)) +
γ
(1− γ) log(Pr(α) + Pr(α+ 1))
log(Pr(1)) +
γ
(1− γ) log(Pr(0) + Pr(1)) = log(Pr(α+ 1)) +
γ
(1− γ) log(Pr(α) + Pr(α+ 1))
log(Pr(α)) +
γ
(1− γ) log(Pr(0) + Pr(α)) = log(Pr(α+ 1)) +
γ
(1− γ) log(Pr(1) + Pr(α+ 1)).
Assuming each input symbol occurs with probability > 0, the uniform input distribu-
tion is the unique distribution satisfying the system of equations. Therefore for k = 2,
Cap(C-MEC) = k log2k(2)(1− ε)1/k as claimed.
More generally, for k > 2, we have
Theorem 2. [1] The capacity of the constrained multilevel erasure channel is
Cap(C-MEC) = (1− ε)1/k,
2k-ary symbols/channel use.
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The proof of Theorem 2 uses multilevel coding and will be presented in Chapter 4.
Note that the multilevel erasure channel model and these results may be extended
to GF(pk), where p is prime. In this setting, partial erasures correspond to erasures of
p-ary symbols within the p-ary representation of a q-ary symbol. The proof of Theorem
2, presented in Chapter 4, shows that Theorem 2 holds over GF(pk) when the capacity is
measured in pk-symbols per channel use.
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Chapter 4
Multilevel Coding and Multistage Decoding
The iterative decoder proposed by [8] for LDPC codes on the QPEC may also be used
for LDPC codes on the MEC. However, analysis of the decoder performance is difficult,
as it relates to the subset sum problem in group theory involving a large alphabet size
[38]. In search of a simpler decoding method, we investigate a multilevel coding and
multistage decoding scheme on partial erasure channels. We show that the MEC may
be decomposed into k independent binary or p-ary erasure channels. We also show that
whether the QPEC decomposes into simple erasure channels depends on M and q.
4.1 Multilevel Coding
Imai and Hirakawa introduced multilevel coding in [16] as a tool for using side-information
during decoding. They initially considered an application of multilevel coding to multi-
phase modulation. To encode q = pk-ary information symbols m1, . . . , mK into a length n
codeword, the Kk p-ary symbols in the p-ary representations of m1, . . . , mK are divided
into k groups with `1, `2, . . . , `k p-ary information symbols in each group. The information
symbols within each group are encoded to a length N p-ary codeword using a component
code specific to the group. In particular, group i uses an (N, `i) p-ary component code Ci.
Thus each group is encoded into N p-ary symbols.
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The first encoded p-ary symbols from each of the k groups are combined to form the
first q-ary symbol for transmission on the MEC, where the p-ary symbol from group
i forms the ith coordinate of the p-ary representation of the q-ary symbol. Similarly,
the second encoded p-ary symbol from each of the groups are combined to form the
second q-ary symbol, and so on. Thus, a length N q-ary codeword is obtained via k p-ary
codewords of length N. From the above, we have Kk = `1 + · · ·+ `k, and the overall code
rate of the multi-level code is
R =
K
N
=
`1 + `2 + · · ·+ `k
Nk
=
R1 + R2 + · · ·+ Rk
k
,
where Ri =
`i
N is the code rate of the i
th p-ary component code Ci.
Example 4. A [7, 4]9 linear code C may be formed using multilevel coding as follows.
Let k1, k2, k3, k4 be information symbols to be encoded. Note that each of the four 9-
ary information symbol may be written as three ternary symbols, ki = (k1i , k
2
i , k
3
i ) for
i = 1, 2, 3, 4. The 12 resulting ternary symbols may be divided into 3 groups of possibly
different sizes, `1, `2, `3. An example of such groups is shown in Figure 4.1. Each group of
ternary symbols is encoded using a blocklength 7 code, and a 9-ary code of blocklength 7
is formed by combining the jth ternary symbol from each codeword for j = 1, 2, . . . , 7.
Note that multilevel coding differs from concatenated coding ([39]), as the initial
message symbols are not encoded. We do not have an inner code and an outer code in
this setting.
4.2 Multistage Decoding
In the multilevel decoding scheme described in the previous section, the code Ci is a code
over the ith coordinate of each pk-ary codeword, for i = 1, 2, . . . , k. Since each coordinate
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Figure 4.1: Left: Groups of ternary information symbols with `1 = 3, `2 = 4, `3 = 5. C1
is a [7, 3]3 code encoding k11, k
1
2, k
1
3. C2 is a [7, 4]3 code encoding k14, k22, k23, k24. C3 is a [7, 5]3
code encoding the remaining 5 symbols. Right: The codes from each group are combined
to a length seven 9-ary code word. The ternary expansion of the ith code symbol is given
by ci1c
i
2c
i
3 for i = 1, . . . , 7. The first 9-ary code symbol is circled above.
is encoded with its own code, each coordinate may be decoded separately. However, if
the symbols in each coordinate are not independent, information about symbols in each
coordinate may be gained by considering previously decoded coordinates. That is, there
may be a benefit to decoding coordinates in series rather than in parallel.
In addition to a multilevel coding scheme, Imai and Hirakawa present a multistage
decoding strategy [16]. Let Xi be a random variable representing the ith coordinate
of a codeword from a multilevel coding scheme, for i = 1, . . . , k. Let X be a random
variable representing the channel input and Y be a random variable representing the
channel output. Note that X = (X1, X2, . . . , Xk). Then the mutual information between
the channel input and channel output is given by
I(X; Y) = I((X1, X2, . . . , Xk); Y).
Using the chain rule of mutual information on the righthand side, the mutual infor-
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mation can be rewritten as
I(X; Y) = I(X1; Y) + I(X2; Y|X1) + I(X3; Y|X1, X2) + · · ·+ I(Xk; Y|X1, . . . , Xk−1).
In terms of multistage decoding, this can be interpreted as follows. The decoder uses
the code C1 to decode Y and obtain an estimate for X1. After finding an estimate for X1,
the decoder uses the code C2 as well as the estimate for X1 to decode Y and obtain an
estimate for X2. This process continues until the decoder has found an estimate for each
coordinate. The estimate for Xi is found using code Ci and the estimates for X1, . . . , Xi−1
for each i = 2, . . . , k. If the Xi are not independent then as the stages of decoding progress,
the channels typically improve due to access to more side information.
Intuitively, it makes sense to assign the strongest code to the weakest channel so the
code C1 will have the lowest code rate R1, and in general, the codes will be organized
so that R1 ≤ R2 ≤ · · · ≤ Rk where Ri is the rate of code Ci. To achieve capacity using
multistage decoding, the code rates should be chosen so that Ri = I(Xi; Y|X1, . . . , Xi−1)
for each i = 1, . . . , k [16, 40].
Note that if Xi and Xj are independent for all i 6= j even when Y is known, then
I(X; Y) = I(X1; Y) + I(X2; Y) + I(X3; Y) + · · ·+ I(Xk; Y)
and decoding the coordinates in parallel is as reliable as decoding them in series.
A multilevel coding and multistage decoding scheme may be used to simplify the
decoding process on the MEC.
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4.3 Multistage Decoding on the Multilevel Erasure Channel
Using a multilevel coding scheme, we can show that the multilevel erasure channel
decomposes into independent p-ary erasure channels.
Example 5. Consider the 4-ary MEC. The information rate I(X; Y) for this channel can
be written as I(X1, X2; Y) = I(X1; Y) + I(X2; Y|X1). Assuming the uniform distribution
on the inputs, the effective channel for X1 is a binary erasure channel with erasure
probability γ, shown in Figure 4.2. To see this, observe that if X1 = 0, the outputs
{00, 10}, {00, 01, 10, 11}, {01, 11} from input symbols {00}, {01} lead to uncertainty in the
value of X1 at the output. The probability that X1 = 0 and one of these outputs is received
is
1
4
γ(1− γ) + 2
4
γ2 +
1
4
γ(1− γ) = 1
2
γ.
Allowing for X1 = 0 or X1 = 1, the probability is 2 · γ2 = γ.
0
1
0
?
1
X1
1− γ
γ
1− γ
γ
Figure 4.2: Subchannel for X1 on 4-ary multilevel erasure channel with parameters ε,γ.
Without any side knowledge of X1, the variable X2 also has effective channel that is a
BEC with erasure probability γ.
We now consider the case when bit X1 is known and examine the resulting channel is
seen by X2. Without loss of generality, suppose X1 is known to equal 0. Figure 4.3 shows
the 4-ary subchannel seen by bit X2.
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1− ε
γ(1− γ)
γ(1− γ)
γ2
Figure 4.3: Subchannel for X2 on 4-ary multilevel erasure channel with parameters ε,γ.
The outputs in Figure 4.3 leading to uncertainty in X2 are {00, 01} and {00, 10, 01, 11}.
The probability of receiving one of these outputs when X1 = 0 is γ(1− γ) + γ2 = γ. The
effective erasure probability for the binary erasure channel seen by X2 conditioned on X1
is therefore γ, which is the same as the case in which we remove the conditioning on X1.
Thus, X2 can in fact be decoded independent of knowing X1.
Theorem 3. For the MEC over GF(pk) with erasure probability ε and p-ary symbol erasure
probabilities γ1,γ2, . . . ,γk for X1, . . . , Xk, respectively, the conditional mutual information
I(Xi; Y|X1, . . . , Xi−1) = I(Xi; Y)
for i = 1, 2, . . . , k and where X0 = {}. That is, the MEC can be decomposed into k independent
p-ary erasure channels, each with erasure probability γi, and mutual information rate I(X; Y) =
∑ki=1 I(Xi; Y) = ∑
k
i=1(1− γi) p-ary symbols/channel use.
Proof. We show that the channels representing I(Xi; Y) and I(Xi; Y | X1, . . . , Xi−1) each
have transition probability γi. To see this, consider sending a pk-ary symbol across the
channel. The probability of receiving an output with uncertainty in the ith p-ary symbol
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is then
γi ∑
B⊆[k]\i
∏
j∈B
γj ∏
j∈([k]\i)\B
(1− γj)
 = γi,
where the sum is over all subsets that do not include the ith p-ary symbol. Now suppose
that a pk-ary symbol is sent across the channel and p-ary symbols 1, . . . , i− 1 are known.
The probability of receiving an output with uncertainty in the ith p-ary symbol is then
γi ∑
B⊆[k]\[i]
∏
j∈B
γj ∏
j∈([k]\[i])\B
(1− γj)
 = γi,
where the sum is over all subsets excluding the first i positions. Therefore I(Xi; Y) =
I(Xi; Y | X1, . . . , Xi−1).
Using the fact that the MEC may be decomposed into k independent p-ary erasure
channels, we may now prove that the constrained pk-ary MEC has capacity (1− ε) 1k
measured in pk-ary symbols per channel use.
Proof of Theorem 2. Theorem 3 shows that I(X; Y) = ∑ki=1(1− γi) p-ary symbols/channel
use can be acheived using multilevel codes on the pk-ary MEC. In the case of the
constrained MEC, γi = γ for all i, so
I(X; Y) = k− kγ = k(1− γ)
p-ary symbols/channel use is achievable. Recall that 1− γ = (1− ε)1/k. Thus in pk-ary
symbols/channel use we have
I(X; Y) = (1− γ) = (1− ε)1/k.
We now show that for any input distribution {px} of X where px = Pr(X = x),
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I(X; Y) ≤ k− kγ in bits/channel use.
Write the MEC output Y as a vector (b1, . . . , bk), where bi takes the value of the ith p-ary
symbol if it is known, and bi =? otherwise. For example, for the 32-ary MEC, the output
set {00, 01, 02} will be written as (0, ?). Next, define a random vector E = a = (a1, . . . , ak)
corresponding to Y as follows. Let
ai =

1 if bi =?
0 if bi 6= 0
.
E may be regarded as a random variable representing an outcome of the MEC. Moreover,
by the chain rule of entropy,
H(Y) = H(Y, E) = H(E) + H(Y|E)
where the first equality follows from the fact that E is a function of Y.
Observe that
Pr (E = (a1, . . . , ak) and ai = 1 for exactly j indices) = γj(1− γ)k−j.
Therefore
H(E) = −
k
∑
j=0
(
k
j
)
γi(1− γ)k−j log(γj(1− γ)k−j)
= −∑
x
Pr(x) ∑
B⊆[k]
Pr(Y =?Bx |X = x) log(Pr(Y =?Bx |X = x))
=∑
x
Pr(x)H(Y|X = x)
= H(Y|X).
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Since I(X; Y) = H(Y)− H(Y|X), we have
I(X; Y) = H(E) + H(Y|E)− H(Y|X) = H(E) + H(Y|E)− H(E) = H(Y|E).
Consider an output y = (b1, . . . , bk). Note that Pr(Y = y|E = a) = 0 if the positions in
Y that are erased are not identical to the set {i|ai = 1}.
We have
H(Y|E) = ∑
a∈GF(p)k
Pr(E = a)H(Y|E = a)
=
k
∑
j=0
∑
aj∈GF(p)k
γj(1− γ)k−jH(Y|E = aj)
where ai denotes a vector in GF(p)k with weight i for i = 0, . . . , k.
Observe that each H(Y|E = aj) is at most k − j (measured in pk-ary symbols per
channel use) since j components of Y are erased and there are pk−j possible values
of Y conditioned on E = aj. So the maximum entropy for H(Y|E = aj) is at most
logp(p
k−j) = k− j. Thus,
H(Y|E) ≤
k
∑
j=0
(k− j)
(
k
j
)
γj(1− γ)k−j = k(1− γ).
This proves that I(X; Y) ≤ k− kγ. Since we have already shown that the mutual infor-
mation I(X; Y) = k− kγ is achievable using multilevel codes and multistage decoding
(assuming a uniform distribution on the input X), the capacity of the MEC is indeed
k− kγ p-ary symbols/channel use, which is (1− ε)1/k pk-ary symbols/channel use.
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4.4 Multistage Decoding on the q-ary Partial Erasure Channel
While the MEC has a natural decomposition into simple p-ary erasure channels, it is
not obvious that the structure of the QPEC also lends itself to decomposition. However,
under certain conditions, multilevel coding and multistage decoding allow the QPEC to
decompose into simpler channels.
Theorem 4. For the QPEC with erasure probability ε, q = 2k and M = 2, the mutual information
for the subchannels with multistage decoding is given by
I(Xi; Y|X1, X2, . . . , Xi−1) = 1− εi ,
where εi = 2
k−i
2k−1ε for i = 1, . . . , k. Thus, each subchannel is a binary erasure channel with erasure
probability εi. Moreover, multistage decoding of binary codes optimized for each subchannel
achieves the capacity on the QPEC.
Proof. Note that for the QPEC with q = 2k and M = 2, the probability of any specified
partial erasure set is ε2k−1 . For any given input symbol, there are a total of 2
k−i possible
erasure sets with bits 1, . . . , i− 1 known and uncertainty in the ith bit. To see this, note
that once i− 1 bits are fixed, there are k− 1− (i− 1) = k− i bits other than the (erased)
ith bit for which to choose values.
The probability of receiving an output with uncertainty in the ith bit when bits
1, . . . , i− 1 are known is thus
εi :=
2k−i
2k − 1ε
for each i = 1, . . . , k. Thus I(Xi; Y|X1, X2, . . . , Xi−1) = 1− εi.
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To see that capacity on the QPEC is achieved, note that
k
∑
i=1
(1− εi) = k−
k
∑
i=1
2k−iε
2k − 1 = k− ε = k
(
1− ε
k
)
.
which is
(
1− εk
)
= (1− ε logq(M)) 2k-ary symbols per channel use.
Theorem 4 generalizes as follows.
Theorem 5. For the QPEC with erasure probability ε, q = pk and M = p, the mutual information
for the subchannels with multistage decoding is given by
I(Xi; Y|X1, X2, . . . , Xi−1) = 1− εi,
where
εi =
∑
p−1
j=1 (
(p−1)pk−i
j )(
pk−i−1
p−1−j)
(p
k−1
p−1 )
ε
for i = 1, . . . , k. Thus, each subchannel is a p-ary erasure channel with erasure probability εi.
Proof. Note that for the QPEC with q = pk and M = p, the probability of any specified
partial erasure set is ε
(p
k−1
p−1 )
. Suppose x is the message symbol sent. The partial erasure
set will contain x as well as p− 1 other symbols, at least one of which differs from the
symbol sent in the ith coordinate. There are (p− 1)pk−i symbols that match with x in the
first i− 1 spots and differ from x in the ith spot and pk−i − 1 symbols (other than x) that
match x in the first i spots.
Thus
εi =
∑
p−1
j=1 (
(p−1)pk−i
j )(
pk−i−1
p−1−j)
(p
k−1
p−1 )
ε.
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Note that although the QPEC decomposes into QECs under certain parameters, these
subchannels are not independent.
Example 6. Consider the 4-ary QPEC with M = 2. Assuming a uniform input distribu-
tion,
I(X1; Y) = ∑
x1,x2
∑
y
Pr(y|x1, x2)Pr(x1)Pr(x2) log2
(
∑x′2 Pr(y|x1, x′2)Pr(x′2)
∑x′1x′2 Pr(y|x′1x′2)Pr(x′1)Pr(x′2)
)
=4∑
y
Pr(y|00)1
2
· 1
2
log2
(
∑x′2 Pr(y|0, x′2)
1
2
∑x′1x′2 Pr(y|x′1x′2)
1
2 · 12
)
=Pr(00|00) log2
(
2∑x′2 Pr(00|0, x′2)
∑x′1x′2 Pr(00|x′1x′2)
)
+ Pr({00, 01}|00) log2
(
2∑x′2 Pr({00, 01}|0, x′2)
∑x′1x′2 Pr({00, 01}|x′1x′2)
)
+ Pr({00, 10}|00) log2
(
2∑x′2 Pr({00, 10}|0, x′2)
∑x′1x′2 Pr({00, 10}|x′1x′2)
)
+ Pr({00, 11}|00) log2
(
2∑x′2 Pr({00, 11}|0, x′2)
∑x′1x′2 Pr({00, 11}|x′1x′2)
)
=(1− ε) + ε
3
(log2 (2) + log2 (1) + log2 (1))
=(1− 2
3
ε).
Similarly, without knowledge of X1,
I(X2; Y) = (1− 23ε).
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However, with knowledge of X1,
I(X2; Y|X1) = ∑
x1,x2
∑
y
Pr(y|x1, x2)Pr(x1)Pr(x2) log2
(
Pr(y|x1, x2)
∑x′2 Pr(y|x1x′2)Pr(x′2)
)
=4∑
y
Pr(y|00)1
4
log2
(
Pr(y|00)
∑x′2 Pr(y|0x′2)
1
2
)
=(1− ε) + ε
3
log2
(
Pr({00, 01}|00)
∑x′2 Pr({00, 01}|0x′2)
1
2
)
+
ε
3
log2
(
Pr({00, 10}|00)
∑x′2 Pr({00, 10}|0x′2)
1
2
)
+
ε
3
log2
(
Pr({00, 11}|00)
∑x′2 Pr({00, 11}|0x′2)
1
2
)
=(1− ε) + ε
3
(log2 (1) + log2 (2) + log2 (2))
=(1− 1
3
ε).
As I(X2; Y) 6= I(X2; Y|X1), we see that the subchannels are not independent.
In other cases, the QPEC does not decompose into simple QECs.
Example 7. Consider the 4-ary partial erasure channel with M = 3. Using the uniform
input distribution, the mutual information of the first subchannel may be found as
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follows.
I(X1; Y) = ∑
x1,x2
∑
y
Pr(y|x1, x2)Pr(x1)Pr(x2) log2
(
∑x′2 Pr(y|x1, x′2)Pr(x′2)
∑x′1x′2 Pr(y|x′1x′2)Pr(x′1)Pr(x′2)
)
= 4∑
y
Pr(y|00)1
2
· 1
2
log2
(
∑x′2 Pr(y|0, x′2)
1
2
∑x′1x′2 Pr(y|x′1x′2)
1
2 · 12
)
= (1− ε) log2
(
2
(1− ε)
(1− ε)
)
+ ∑
y=?00
ε
(4−13−1)
log2
(
2
∑x′2 Pr(y|0, x′2)
∑x′1x′2 Pr(y|x′1x′2)
)
= (1− ε) + ε
3 ∑y=?00
log2
(
2
∑x′2 Pr(y|0, x′2)
∑x′1x′2 Pr(y|x′1x′2)
)
= (1− ε) + ε
3 ∑01/∈y
log2
(
2∑x′2 Pr(y|0, x′2)
∑x′1x′2 Pr(y|x′1x′2)
)
+
ε
3 ∑10/∈y
log2
(
2∑x′2 Pr(y|0, x′2)
∑x′1x′2 Pr(y|x′1x′2)
)
+
ε
3 ∑11/∈y
log2
(
2∑x′2 Pr(y|0, x′2)
∑x′1x′2 Pr(y|x′1x′2)
)
= (1− ε) + ε
3
(
log2
(
2 · ε3
3 ε3
)
+ log2
(
4 · ε3
3 ε3
)
+ log2
(
4 · ε3
3 ε3
))
= (1− ε) + ε
3
(
log2
(
2
3
)
+ log2
(
4
3
)
+ log2
(
4
3
))
= (1− ε) + 5
3
ε log2 (2)− ε log2(3)
= 1+
2
3
ε− ε log2(3).
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The second subchannel has mutual information
I(X2; Y|X1) = ∑
x1,x2
∑
y
Pr(y|x1, x2)Pr(x1)Pr(x2) log2
(
Pr(y|x1, x2)
∑x′2 Pr(y|x1x′2)Pr(x′2)
)
= 4∑
y
Pr(y|00)1
4
log2
(
Pr(y|00)
∑x′2 Pr(y|0x′2)
1
2
)
=∑
y
Pr(y|00) log2
(
2 Pr(y|00)
∑x′2 Pr(y|0x′2)
)
= (1− ε) + ∑
y=?00
Pr(y|00) log2
(
2 Pr(y|00)
∑x′2 Pr(y|0x′2)
)
= (1− ε) + ∑
y=?00
ε
3
log2
(
2
3ε
∑x′2 Pr(y|0x′2)
)
= (1− ε) + ε
3 ∑01/∈y
log2
(
2
3ε
∑x′2 Pr(y|0x′2)
)
+
ε
3 ∑10/∈y
log2
(
2
3ε
∑x′2 Pr(y|0x′2)
)
+
ε
3 ∑11/∈y
log2
(
2
3ε
∑x′2 Pr(y|0x′2)
)
= (1− ε) + ε
3
(
log2
(
2
3ε
ε
3
)
+ log2
(
2
3ε
2 · ε3
)
+ log2
(
2
3ε
2 · ε3
))
= 1− ε+ ε
3
(log2 (2) + log2 (1) + log2 (1))
= 1− ε+ 1
3
ε
= 1− 2
3
ε.
The sum of these mutual informations is 1+ 23ε− ε log2(3) + 1− 23ε = (2− ε log2 3) bits
per channel use, or (1− ε log4 3) 4-ary symbols per channel use. If binary codes C1 and
C2 with rates 1+ 23ε− ε log2(3) and 1− 23ε respectively are used for the components, then
the capacity of the QPEC may be achieved. However, the form of the mutual information
rate of the first component channel suggests that this QPEC does not decompose into
simple binary erasure channels.
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In particular, to see that the first subchannel is not a simple BEC, let ε′ = 1− I(X1; Y) =
ε log2(3)− 23ε. Assuming a uniform input distribution, if X1 is known (without loss of
generality, we will assume X1 = 0), then we have the following channel.
00
01
00
{00, 01, 10}
{00, 01, 11}
{00, 10, 11}
{01, 10, 11}
01
The only output sets leading to uncertainty in X1 are the two sets containing 00 and 01.
If X1 is known to equal 0, such a set occurs with probability 23ε. However, 1− 23ε 6= 1− ε′.
Thus the first subchannel for the QPEC is not an erasure channel with erasure probability
ε′.
We can also show that the subchannels of the QPEC with q = 22 and M = 3 are
not independent. To do this, it is sufficient to show I(X2; Y|X1) 6= I(X2; Y). Without
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knowledge of the first component, we have
I(X2; Y) = ∑
x1,x2
∑
y
Pr(y|x1, x2)Pr(x1)Pr(x2) log2
(
∑x′1 Pr(y|x′1, x2)Pr(x′1)
∑x′1x′2 Pr(y|x′1x′2)Pr(x′1)Pr(x′2)
)
= 4∑
y
Pr(y|00)1
2
· 1
2
log2
(
∑x′1 Pr(y|x′1, 0)
1
2
∑x′1x′2 Pr(y|x′1x′2)
1
2 · 12
)
= (1− ε) log2
(
2
(1− ε)
(1− ε)
)
+ ∑
y=?00
ε
(4−13−1)
log2
(
2
∑x′1 Pr(y|x′1, 0)
∑x′1x′2 Pr(y|x′1x′2)
)
= (1− ε) + ε
3 ∑y=?00
log2
(
2
∑x′1 Pr(y|x′1, 0)
∑x′1x′2 Pr(y|x′1x′2)
)
= (1− ε) + ε
3 ∑10/∈y
log2
(
2∑x′1 Pr(y|x′1, 0)
∑x′1x′2 Pr(y|x′1x′2)
)
+
ε
3 ∑11/∈y
log2
(
2∑x′1 Pr(y|x′1, 0)
∑x′1x′2 Pr(y|x′1x′2)
)
+
ε
3 ∑01/∈y
log2
(
2∑x′1 Pr(y|x′1, 0)
∑x′1x′2 Pr(y|x′1x′2)
)
= (1− ε) + ε
3
(
log2
(
2 · ε3
3 ε3
)
+ log2
(
4 · ε3
3 ε3
)
+ log2
(
4 · ε3
3 ε3
))
= 1+
2
3
ε− ε log2(3).
Indeed, this is different from I(X2; Y|X1) and so the subchannels are not independent.
Even when the QPEC does not decompose into simple binary or p-ary erasure
channels, we can find a simple expression for the mutual information rate for the last
subchannel in the decomposition of the pk-ary partial erasure channel.
Theorem 6. For the QPEC with erasure probability ε, q = pk and any M, the last (kth) subchannel
has mutual information
I(Xk; Y | X1, . . . , Xk−1)
= (1− ε) + ε
( q−1M−1)
min{M−1,p−1}
∑
t=0
(
q− p
M− t− 1
)(
p− 1
t
)
logp
(
p
t + 1
)
.
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Proof. Define the symbol ?0 to be the set of all M-sets containing the all-zeros vector.
I(Xk; Y | X1, . . . , Xk−1) =∑
y
Pr(y | 0, . . . , 0) logp
(
p · Pr(y | 0, . . . , 0)
∑x′k Pr(y | 0, . . . , 0, x′k)
)
,
where the above equality exploits the symmetry across the values of X1, . . . , Xk in the
mutual information calculation.
I(Xk; Y | X1, . . . , Xk−1) = (1− ε) + ε
( q−1M−1)
∑
y∈?0
logp
 p · ε( q−1M−1)
∑x′k Pr(y | 0, . . . , 0, x′k)

Note that there are (q−1−(p−1)M−1−t )(
p−1
t ) erasure sets of 0 containing exactly t symbols of
the form 0 · · · 0x′k, with x′k ∈ {1, . . . , p− 1}. There are t + 1 input symbols of the form
0 · · · 0x˜k with x˜k ∈ {0, . . . , p− 1} for which each such erasure set is possible. Therefore
I(Xk; Y | X1, . . . , Xk−1)
=(1− ε) + ε
( q−1M−1)
min{M−1,p−1}
∑
t=0
(
q− p
M− t− 1
)(
p− 1
t
)
logp
 p · ε( q−1M−1)
(t + 1) ε
( q−1M−1)

=(1− ε) + ε
( q−1M−1)
min{M−1,p−1}
∑
t=0
(
q− p
M− t− 1
)(
p− 1
t
)
logp
(
p
t + 1
)
.
When p = 2, Theorem 6 informs us that the kth subchannel is a simple BEC with
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erasure probability given by
εk = 1−
(
(1− ε) + ε
(2
k−1
M−1)
1
∑
t=0
(
2k − 2
M− t− 1
)(
1
t
)
log2
(
2
t + 1
))
= 1−
(
(1− ε) + ε
(2
k−1
M−1)
(
2k − 2
M− 1
))
= 1−
(
(1− ε) + ε2
k − 1− (M− 1)
2k − 1
)
=
(
M− 1
2k − 1
)
ε.
The QPEC is also known to decompose when q = p2.
Theorem 7 ([1]). For the QPEC with ε, q = p2 and 2 ≤ M ≤ q, the subchannel mutual
information is given by:
I(X1; Y) = (1− ε) + ε
(p
2−1
M−1)
min{p−1,M−1}
∑
t=0
(
p− 1
t
)(
p2 − p
M− 1− t
)
logp
(
p(t + 1)
M
)
I(X2; Y|X1) = (1− ε) + ε
(p
2−1
M−1)
min{p−1,M−1}
∑
t=0
(
p− 1
t
)(
p2 − p
M− 1− t
)
logp
(
p
t + 1
)
.
Further classification of when the QPEC breaks into simpler channels is an open
question. One area of interest is describing the channels the QPEC decomposes into when
the channel does not decompose into simple p-ary erasure channels.
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Chapter 5
LT Codes on Partial Erasure Channels
Fountain codes, a class of codes designed to transmit data on channels with erasures,
were introduced in [41, 42]. Fountain codes received their name from the property that a
stream, or digital fountain, of encoded symbols is generated, and receivers collect symbols
until they have enough intact packets to decode. Similar to multiple people gathering
water droplets from a fountain, the receivers do not need to all collect the same symbols,
provided they all receive a sufficient quantity of symbols.
An example of a modern and practical application of fountain codes explained in
[43] is broadcasting updates for in-car navigation systems. It is not reasonable to assume
that every car that needs an update will be able to receive a transmission at the same
time. Nor is it reasonable to assume that a single car will be able to receive a full
transmission uninterrupted. A car in a garage or going through a tunnel may miss parts
of a transmission. If a fountain code is used, then the cars’ navigation systems need only
collect enough packets to decode, rather than waiting to receive a specific intact sequence
of packets. Updates may be completed more quickly this way, as if some packets are
missed, the receiver may just use the next received packets instead of waiting for the
transmission to start over.
Luby Transform (LT) codes [17] were the first practical realization of fountain codes.
An extension of LT codes, Raptor codes were introduced in [44, 45] and have linear time
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encoding and decoding. In Raptor codes, input symbols are precoded prior to being
encoded by an LT code, providing an additional method of information recovery in the
event that the LT decoder terminates before completion. Researchers have since extended
the ideas of LT and Raptor codes to other channels, such as the Binary Symmetric Channel
(BSC) and binary Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) Channel [46, 45, 47]. In this
section, we consider LT codes on partial erasure channels. This is the first time fountain
codes have been considered on these channels.
5.1 Classical LT Codes
We now describe the encoding process and the decoding algorithm for classical Luby
Transform codes. The encoding process gives rise to an encoding graph that may be used
to visualize the message passing decoding algorithm. As in [17, 48], encoding symbols
for an LT code on the BEC are generated as follows:
1. Choose a degree d independently for each encoding bit according to a given degree
distribution.
2. Randomly choose d of the k information bits and take the XOR of the chosen bits.
Example 8. Consider an LT Code with four message symbols, 0 1 1 0, and degree
distribution
p(degree d) =

1
3 if d = 1
1
2 if d = 2
1
6 if d = 3
.
The encoding graph begins with a node for each message symbol (shown below as
circular nodes).
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0 1 1 0
Suppose the encoder picks degree 2 from the distribution and randomly selects the first
two message nodes. The encoding symbol then takes the value 0⊕ 1 = 1. The resulting
encoding graph is shown below.
0 1 1 0
1
To generate the next symbols, the encoder might then choose degrees 2, 1, and 3 next and
(after randomly selecting sets of two, one, and three message nodes to add) end up with
the following graph.
0 1 1 0
1 1 1 0
If more encoding symbols are needed, the encoder will continue picking degrees and
adding (mod 2) the appropriate number of message symbols.
Natural questions about LT encoding include how the degree distribution should be
chosen and how many encoding nodes should be generated for each user to receive all
the information with a high probability.
Using the standard terminology for LT codes, decoding is performed as follows using
the structure of the encoding graph with any erasures discarded.
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Decoding Process ([17])
1. Each message node starts in an uncovered state.
2. At the first iteration, each degree one encoding node is released to cover its neigh-
boring message node. These encoding nodes are removed from the decoding
graph.
3. The set of covered message nodes not yet processed forms a ripple.
4. Process a randomly selected message node from the ripple. Each neighboring
encoding node’s symbol is replaced by the XOR of the encoding symbol with the
message node bit. Remove the message node and its incident edges.
5. Release any degree one encoding nodes. Continue processing nodes in the ripple
and releasing degree one encoding nodes.
The number of encoded symbols that must be received for reliable decoding depends
on the degree distribution chosen for the encoding process, and several works have
further studied this aspect of the code design [47, 49, 50, 51, 52].
In Luby’s seminal work, the All-At-Once, Ideal Soliton, and Robust Soliton degree
distributions are discussed to illustrate the impact a distribution has on how many
encoding symbols are needed for the resulting LT code to be decoded with a high
probability of success [17].
Definition 13 ([17]). The All-At-Once distribution is defined by ρall(1) = 1. That is, every
encoding symbol has degree 1.
With the All-At-Once distribution, generating an encoding symbol has a low cost (the
number of symbol operations is small), but a large number of encoding symbols must be
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generated to ensure that every message symbol is covered (specifically, k ln(k/δ) symbols
must be generated to have all input symbols covered with a probability of 1− δ) [17].
Definition 14 ([17]). The Ideal Soliton distribution, for an encoding graph with n message
nodes is defined by
ρideal(i) =

1
n for i = 1
1
i(i−1) for i = 2, . . . , n
.
and n ln(n/δ) encoding symbols must be received. An expected n encoding symbols are
needed to cover n message symbols.
A graph built using the Ideal Soliton distribution has an expected ripple size of 1 at
every intermediate step of decoding. While constantly having an expected ripple size
of 1 is efficient, the Ideal Soliton distribution is not practical. Any deviation from the
(theoretical) expected behavior using the Ideal Soliton distribution will cause decoding
failure. The Robust Soliton distribution is a modification of the Ideal Soliton distribution
that has a higher constant expected ripple size. As a result, the Robust Soliton is more
tolerant of deviations from expected behavior without having an unreasonably large
overhead.
Definition 15 ([17]). Let ρIdeal(·) denote the Ideal Soliton distribution. Let δ be the
allowable probability of decoder failure and r = c · ln(n/δ)√n. Define
τ(i) =

r
in for i = 1, . . . ,
n
r − 1
r ln(r/δ)
n for i =
n
r
0 for i = nr + 1, . . . , n
.
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The Robust Soliton distribution is defined as
ρrobust(i) =
ρideal(i) + τ(i)
∑nj=1 ρideal(j) + τ(j)
and has expected ripple size r.
For LT codes on partial erasure channels, the classical encoding process may be used
with the following modifications. For the QPEC with q = pk, the sum of information
symbols is taken (mod q), and for the MEC and QMBC, the bitwise sum of information
symbols is taken.
0 1 1 2
1 1 1 1 0 2
(a)
(0, 0, 0) (0, 1, 0) (1, 0, 1) (0, 0, 1)
(0, 1, 0) (1, 0, 1) (0, 1, 0) (1, 1, 0) (0, 1, 1) (0, 0, 1)
(b)
Figure 5.1: Encoding graphs (a) on the QPEC with q = 3 and M = 2 and (b) on the
MEC or QMBC with q = 8. Circular nodes represent message symbols and square nodes
represent encoding symbols.
Figure 5.1 shows possible encoding graphs on the QPEC and on the MEC or QBMC
with degree distribution p(1) = 13 , p(2) =
1
2 , and p(3) =
1
6 . While the structure of the
encoding graph will still be used to decode, the classical decoding process must be
modified to make use of information left in partial erasures.
5.2 Two-phase Decoder for Partial Erasure LT Codes
We now introduce a two-phase decoding process for LT codes on partial erasure channels.
“Phase I” mirrors the original LT process on the QEC [17], and “Phase II” allows for
further decoding when the Phase I algorithm gets stuck.
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Decoding: Phase I
1. Each message node starts in an uncovered state.
2. At the first iteration, each degree one encoding node is released to cover its neighbor-
ing message node (i.e. the message node is assigned the value or intersection of sets
of values associated with the released encoding node neighbors). These encoding
nodes are removed from the decoding graph.
3. The set of covered message nodes not yet processed forms a ripple.
4. If a message node in the ripple has an associated set of cardinality one, then the
message symbol represented by the node is the value of the symbol in the set.
Randomly select a message node in the ripple with an associated set of cardinality
one, if such a node exists. Process the selected message node by subtracting its
associated value from each of its neighboring encoding nodes. Remove the message
node and its incident edges.
5. Release any degree one encoding nodes. Continue processing nodes in the ripple
with an associated set of cardinality one and releasing degree one encoding nodes.
An example of Phase I decoding for the QPEC is shown in Figure 5.2. If all message
symbols have been recovered at the end of Phase I, decoding is complete. If there are still
message symbols to be recovered, note that there are two possibilities: either the ripple is
empty and a decoder failure results, or the ripple is non-empty, all message nodes in the
ripple are covered by sets of size greater than 1, and all of the encoding nodes remaining
have degree greater than 1. Note that the first case (an empty ripple) is what characterizes
decoder failure for LT codes on the QEC.
We will use N (e) to denote the neighborhood of an encoding node e, and NR(e)
to denote the subset of N (e) contained in the ripple. Let ER be the set of encoding
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nodes with N (e) = NR(e); that is, ER contains all of the encoding nodes that have all
of their neighbors in the ripple. Denote by Im (resp., Ie), the set of symbols associated
with message node m (resp., encoding node e). For sets U and V, their sum is the set
{u + v : u ∈ U and v ∈ V}, and their difference is defined similarly.
Decoding: Phase II
1. For each encoding node e ∈ ER, send Im along each incident edge xmxe for each
m ∈ N (e).
2. For each edge xmxe in the previous step return Ie −∑m′∈(N (e)\m) Im′ along xexm.
3. Update Im to be
Im ∩
⋂
e∈ER
Ie − ∑
m′∈(N (e)\m)
Im′
 .
4. If |Im| = 1 for any m, process xm and return to Phase I.
Recall that in each partial erasure channel model, the transmitted symbol must be
contained in the set of symbols associated with a partially erased node. That is, Ie contains
the original sum of the values of the neighboring symbols of e. If a message node m is
processed, then the single element in Im associated with the message node is the correct
information symbol represented by that node. Note that at the start of decoding, |Ie| > 1
only if the encoding symbol e is partially erased, and |Ie| may increase or decrease as
decoding iterations proceed. Moreover, Im = ∅ at the start of decoding for each message
node m, and once Im 6= ∅, the size |Im| decreases monotonically with increasing decoding
iterations.
When all message nodes are processed (i.e. message symbols recovered), decoding
is complete. In the LT process [17], there is a one-to-one correspondence between an
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encoding symbol covering a message symbol and recovering a message symbol. However,
this correspondence no longer holds on the QPEC, MEC, and QMBC.
Example 9. LT Decoding on the QPEC
{1, 2} {0, 1} {1, 2} 1 0 {0, 2}
(i)
{1, 2} {0, 2}
{1, 2} {0, 1} {1, 2} 1 0 {0, 2}
(ii)
{1, 2} {0, 2}
{1, 2} {0, 1} 1 0
(iii)
Figure 5.2: Phase I decoding on the QPEC (q = 3, M = 2), starting with a possible
decoding graph (i) for the encoding graph in Figure 5.1(a). After Step (iii), Phase II
begins.
{1, 2} {0, 2}
{1, 2} {0, 1} 1 0
(i)
1 2
{1, 2} {0, 1} 1 0
(ii)
Figure 5.3: Phase II decoding following the Phase I decoding in Fig. 5.2. After Step (ii),
the decoder returns to Phase I.
Fig. 5.2 shows Phase I decoding on the QPEC with q = 3 and M = 2, and Fig. 5.3
shows an example of the Phase II decoding process after Phase I decoding ends in Step
(iii) of Fig. 5.2. In Step (i) (resp., Step (ii)) of Fig. 5.3, {1, 2} (resp., 0− {1, 2} = {1, 2}) is
sent along the dashed edge. At the fourth message node, {1, 2} is intersected with {0, 2},
and the symbol 2 is recovered. Simultaneously, in Step (i) (resp., Step (ii)) of Fig. 5.3 ,
{0, 2} (resp., {0, 1}) is sent along the dotted edge, leading to the recovery of the symbol 1
at the second message node. Decoding now returns to Phase I as in Figure 5.4. Note that
decoding would be unsuccessful if the second encoding node had started with the partial
erasure {1, 2} instead of {0, 1}.
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1 2
{0, 1} {0, 1} 1 0
(i)
{0, 1} 1 1 2
{0, 1} {0, 1} 1
(ii)
{0, 1} 1 1 2
{0, 2}
(iii)
0 1 1 2
{0, 2}
(iv)
Figure 5.4: Successful Phase I decoding following Phase II decoding in Fig. 5.3.
For the MEC and QMBC, if bitwise sums are taken during the encoding process,
then we may decode bits separately. To do this, create k copies of the decoding graph,
G1, G2, . . . , Gk. In Gi, discard message symbols in which bit i was erased. The usual LT
decoding algorithm may be applied to each graph. Figure 5.5 shows a possible overall
decoding graph on the MEC along with the corresponding component graph for its first
bit.
(0, 1, 0) (?, 0, 1) (0, 1, ?) (1, ?, ?) (?, 1, 1) (0, ?, 1)
(a)
0 0 1 0
(b)
Figure 5.5: (a) A possible decoding graph on the MEC from the encoding graph in Figure
5.1(b), and in (b) the corresponding decoding graph for the first bit.
Proposition 1. On the MEC or QMBC, the probability of decoding success is the same using the
single overall graph with two-phase decoder or with component graphs each with the standard LT
decoder.
Proof. If the graph starts with no degree one encoding nodes, then failure occurs both
when using a single graph and when using the multiple graphs. Otherwise, if failure
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occurs using the single decoding graph then either: (i) in Phase I, the ripple empties
before each message symbol is recovered, or (ii) in Phase II, no message node cardinality
is reduced to one after any number of iterations.
In case (i), message nodes previously in the ripple are successfully recovered and
processed, but no more encoding nodes are reduced to cardinality one. The degrees of
the encoding nodes are the same in the individual bit graphs of the multiple graph case.
After the same message symbols are recovered in the multiple graph case, no encoding
node will have low enough degree to be released.
In case (ii), some bits are not recovered for message nodes in the ripple. Thus, for
at least one of the individual bit graphs, a message node from the ripple in the single
graph case will either not reach the ripple (if adjacent encoding symbols are erased), or
its processing will not reduce an encoding node to degree one. Thus, if a failure occurs
on the single graph, then a failure would also occur if individual component decoding
graphs were used instead.
As the encoding symbols are formed by taking bitwise sums of message symbol, any
message bit that cannot be recovered using component graphs is also not be recoverable
using a single graph.
For LT codes on the MEC, we are thus able to use a standard LT decoder for each
component rather than using the more complex two-phase decoder.
5.3 Number of Encoding Symbols
The number of symbols that must be received in order to guarantee a given level of
decoding performance depends on the degree distribution used for encoding. Let δ be
the allowable failure probability. For example, for n message symbols on the QEC, the
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All-At-Once distribution requires n · ln(n/δ) received encoding symbols, and the Robust
Soliton distribution requires n +O(ln2(n/δ)
√
n) received encoding symbols [17].
If each component has failure probability at most δ when decoding componentwise on
the MEC, then the overall decoding process has failure probability at most 1− (1− δ)k (as
(1− δ)k is the probability that no component fails). In order to have overall probability of
failure at most δtotal, we may set δ ≤ 1− (1− δtotal) 1k and determine how many symbols
must be received by each component for the given degree distribution.
Proposition 2. For the MEC with γi = γ for i = 1, . . . , k, an average of at most
∞
∑
t=N
t · (1− γ)tk
(t−N∑
j=0
(
t
j
)
γj
(1− γ)j
)k
−
(
t−N−1
∑
j=0
(
t− 1
j
)
γj
(1− γ)j+1
)k
symbols are required to be transmitted in order to decode successfully using component decoding
graphs, where N is the number of encoding symbols required to be received by each component for
the specified LT code degree distribution.
Proof. Let Xi be the number of symbols needed for channel i, and let Z = max(X1, . . . , Xk).
Then
E(Z) =
∞
∑
t=N
t Pr(Z = t) =
∞
∑
t=N
t
(
k
∏
i=1
Pr(Xi ≤ t)−
k
∏
i=1
Pr(Xi ≤ t− 1)
)
.
If N encoding symbols must be received on each channel, then Pr(Xi ≤ t) is the probabil-
ity that at most t− N of the first t generated symbols are erased, so
Pr(Xi ≤ t) =
t−N
∑
j=0
(
t
j
)
γ
j
i(1− γi)t−j,
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γ .005 .1 .25 .45
E(Z) 3.0590 3.9506 5.2425 7.7521
N/(1− γ)k 3.0608 4.5725 9.4815 32.7846
Table 5.1: E(Z) on the constrained MEC and N
(1−γ)k for N = 3, k = 4, and various γ.
and E(max(X1, . . . , Xk) =
∞
∑
t=N
t
[
k
∏
i=1
t−N
∑
j=0
(
t
j
)
γ
j
i(1− γi)t−j −
k
∏
i=1
t−N−1
∑
j=0
(
t− 1
j
)
γ
j
i(1− γi)t−1−j
]
.
For the constrained MEC, this becomes E(max(X1, . . . , Xk)) =
∞
∑
t=N
t(1− γ)tk
(t−N∑
j=0
(
t
j
)
γj
(1− γ)j
)k
−
(
t−N−1
∑
j=0
(
t− 1
j
)
γj
(1− γ)j+1
)k .
Note that on the MEC, an expected N1−ε symbols must be generated before N are
received with no (full or partial) erasures. On the constrained MEC, 1− ε = (1− γ)k, and
thus an expected N
(1−γ)k symbols must be generated before N are received with no (full or
partial) erasures.
In Table 5.1, the second row shows the expected number of symbols to be generated
on the constrained MEC for N = 3, k = 4, and various γ. The third row shows the
expected number of symbols to be generated before 3 are received with no (full or partial)
erasures. Note that as the bit erasure probability γ increases, partial erasures become
more common. Since any partial erasure is treated as a full erasure on the QEC, more
outputs are treated as erasures on the QEC than on the MEC.
Another estimate for the required number of symbols to be generated can be found by
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finding the least integer M such that the expected number of symbols received given that
M are sent is at least N for each component. The expected number of symbols received
by the component with the most erasures (note that this might not be the component
with the highest erasure probability) given that M are sent is
∑
(i1,i2,··· ,ik)
((
k
∏
j=1
(
M
ij
))
γ∑
k
j=1 ij(1− γ)∑kj=1(M−ij) min
j=1,...,k
(M− ij)
)
,
where (i1, i2, · · · , ik) is a k-tuple with integer entries between 0 and M.
If decoding is successful on the QEC, then decoding will also be successful on the
MEC without generating additional encoding symbols. Thus the expected number of
encoding symbols that must be generated for successful decoding on the MEC may be
bounded above by the minimum of the expected number needed for the corresponding
QEC and the number found in the Proposition 2.
Example 10. Consider an LT Code with q = p3, n = 10 message symbols, and allowable
probability of decoding failure δtotal = 0.0014. Using the All-At-Once distribution,
approximately 89 intact encoding symbols must be received on the QEC. In order for
each component to have decoding failure at most 1− (1− δtotal) 1k , approximately 100
symbols must be received by each component on the MEC.
Figure 5.6 shows the upper bound given by Proposition 2 for the expected number
of symbols that must be generated on the MEC for various γ as well as the expected
number of encoding symbols that must be generated on the corresponding QEC. Note
that the number of symbols needed for the QEC is also an upper bound on the number
needed for the MEC.
Lemma 2. The QMBC has no gain (in terms of number of symbols generated) over the corre-
sponding QEC.
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Figure 5.6: Upper Bound on Expected Number of Symbols Generated using the All-At-
Once Distribution with δtotal = 0.0014, n=10, and k = 3.
Proof. Note that if any erasure event occurs on the QMBC, then the rightmost bit is erased.
Decoding is successful exactly when decoding of the rightmost bit of each symbol is
successful. The effective channel for the rightmost bit is a BEC with erasure probability
∑ki=1 εi = 1− ε0, and an expected Nε0 symbols must be generated. This is the same as
the expected number of symbols to be generated before N are received with no (full or
partial) erasures.
5.4 Density Evolution Analysis
Since LT codes on the QPEC can not be decomposed and analyzed using component
graphs as in the MEC or QMBC, we give an approximation of density evolution equations
for the two-phase decoder on the QPEC. Density evolution is an asymptotic analysis
that tracks how message probability density functions evolve as iterations progress, and
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is based on the degree distribution of the graph [14, 53]. The analysis assumes that
messages received at each node are independent (i.e. the graph is cycle free). Typically
this analysis results in determining a threshold, called the decoding threshold, that gives
the worst channel condition for which the code may be decoded with an arbitrarily small
probability of error. A density evolution analysis of LDPC codes with an iterative subset
sum decoding on the QPEC was done in [8]. In contrast to density evolution equations for
LDPC codes with a standard belief propagation decoder, we adapt these density evolution
equations for the encoding and message nodes for the second part of the two-phase
decoder in the LT code framework.
Using the notation from [8], let S1, . . . ,S2q−1 denote the nonempty subsets of GF(q),
and let Ii be an ordered list of i (not necessarily distinct) indices from 1, . . . , 2q − 1. Let
χt(Ii) indicate if the sets indexed in Ii lead to information set St at a message node. That
is, χt(Ii) is 1 if ⋂j∈Ii Sj is St, and 0 otherwise. Similarly, let ηt(Ii) indicate if the sets
indexed in Ii lead to information set St at an encoding node. That is, ηt(Ii) is 1 if the
sumset of sets in Ii is St, and 0 otherwise. Let θt = 1 if |St| = 1, and 0 otherwise. Denote
by p`m→e(St) (resp., p`e→m(St)) the probability that St is sent from a message node to an
encoding node (resp., from an encoding node to a message node) in iteration `.
We now derive density evolution equations for Phase II as an approximate analysis
for the two-phase decoder. While the expected performance of LT codes is optimized
for the Ideal Soliton distribution, in practice the performance is better when encoding
is done using a Robust Soliton degree distribution with an expected ripple size greater
than one, so that the ripple does not empty before decoding is successfully completed
[17]. Let λi (resp., ρi) be the fraction of edges incident to a message node (resp., encoding
node) of degree i. For the Ideal or Robust Soliton degree distribution,
λi = e−dρ/R
(dρ/R)i−1
(i− 1)! , ρi =
niEi
∑i niEi
,
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where R = # message symbols# encoding symbols and Ei is the probability of an encoding node having degree i,
dρ is the average degree of encoding nodes given by ∑i
niEi
n [54], and n is the number of
encoding nodes (assumed to be large for the density evolution analysis). For ` ≥ 1, the
probability that a message S is sent by a message node is the probability that there is at
least one message node that receives messages from encoding nodes that intersect to give
S in iteration `− 1. This can be found by summing over the degrees i in the message
node distribution and finding the probability that a neighborhood of size i exists and will
yield S at a message node. This yields
p`m→e(St) = ∑
i≥2,λi 6=0
λi ∑
Ii−1
(
∏
j∈Ii−1
p`−1e→m(Sj)
)
· χt(Ii−1).
To find the probability that a message S is sent by an encoding node in iteration `,
we consider the probabilities of a message being sent by an intact encoding node or a
(partially) erased encoding node as well as the probabilities of a message being sent by
a degree one encoding node or an encoding node of higher degree. The degree one
encoding nodes will not send updated messages. The higher degree encoding nodes
will send messages that are sumsets of the messages received from neighboring message
nodes.
p`e→m(St) = ρ1p0e→m(t)(1− θt) +
1− ε
q
θt + ε ∑
i≥2,ρi 6=0
ρi ∑
Ii−1
(
∏
j∈Ii−1
p`m→e(Sj)
)
· ηt(Ii−1).
Recall that each received encoding node will either be partially erased (and so initially
have a set of cardinality M) or be intact. We assume that the inputs have a uniform
distribution. The probability that a given set of cardinality 1 is received is 1q (1− ε) and
the probability that a given set of cardinality M is received is ∑x∈M 1q
ε
( q−1M−1)
= ε
( qM)
. The
initial conditions for the analysis (when ` = 0) are thus
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p0e→m(St) =

ε
( qM)
if |St| = M
(1− ε)1q if |St| = 1
0 else
.
At the end of iteration `, the probability of decoding failure is given by 1−∑t:|St|=1 p`m→e(St),
i.e. failure occurs if the cardinality of the information set sent by some message node is
never one. The threshold of the density process is defined as
e∗ = arg max
ε

1− ∑
|St|=1
p`m→e(St)
→ 0 as `→ ∞
 ,
and gives a lower bound on the decoding threshold for the two-phase decoder. Note that
any degree one encoding nodes continue to send their received message throughout the
analysis. While degree one encoding nodes are essential to the LT process, their presence
results in a non-vanishing term in the p`e→m(St) equation (specifically, the first term in
the equation). Thus density evolution analysis for LT codes are hindered by an error floor
[54]. This may be overcome by using an outer code that may be used to decode if LT
decoding fails, as is done with Raptor codes [45].
Figure 5.4 shows the asymptotic performance of LT codes on the QPEC with q = 4,
M = 2 or 3, and ε = 0.1. The plot shows the error rate decreasing as a function of
R. Due to the complexity of the density evolution analysis on the QPEC, the density
evolution equations were run for 10 iterations using a modification of the Ideal Soliton
distribution without high degree encoding nodes. The performance curves are similar
for these parameters due to the degree one encoding node terms. Optimizing the degree
distribution for LT codes on partial erasure channels, and in particular on the QPEC, is a
subject for future work.
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Figure 5.7: Performance of LT codes on QPEC for ε = 0.1 using a modified Ideal Soliton
distribution.
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Chapter 6
Partial Erasure Relay Channels
Relay channels were introduced by van der Meulen in [18]. In a relay channel, information
is sent to a receiver through a channel both in the usual way (see Figure 2.1) and through
a relay node. Information from the relay node can be combined with information
sent directly to assist with decoding at the receiver (for example, decode-and-forward,
compress-and-forward, or amplify and forward [55]). Relay channels may be used to
model a variety of applications in wireless networks [56, 57, 58, 59]. In this section, we
examine the case of a relay channel in which one of the links is a partial erasure channel.
This is the first time partial erasure channels have been considered in this setting.
6.1 Background: The Erasure Relay Channel
We now explain the simple relay network of [19] consisting of a sender, a receiver, and a
relay node that helps communicate packets from the sender to the receiver.
Definition 16. [60] The relay channel with one relay node is described by random
variables X0 (the channel input), X1 (the message sent by the relay), Y0 (the sender-
receiver channel output), Y1 (the sender-relay channel output), and Y2 (the relay-receiver
channel output) and a conditional probability density function p(y0, y1, y2|x0, x1).
A model of the relay channel is shown in Figure 6.1.
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Definition 17. ([19]) The relay channel is said to be (physically) degraded if
p(y0, y1, y2|x0, x1) = p(y1|x0, x1)p(y0, y2|y1, x1)
(equivalently, X0 → (X1, Y1)→ (Y0, Y2) is a Markov Chain).
The definition of a degraded relay channel tells us that on such a channel, the
probability of receiving y0, y2 at the receiver depends only on the probabilities of symbols
being sent and received by the relay. In particular, on a degraded erasure relay channel,
any symbol received intact by the receiver from the source is also received intact at the
relay [61].
Figure 6.1: The three terminal erasure relay channel. At each link 1©, 2©, 3©, information
is sent through a channel.
The capacity of several types of relay channels as well as an information theoretic
Min-Cut, Max-Flow cut-set bound for the capacity of a general relay channel were given
in [19]. The standard three-terminal erasure relay network is referred to as the QEC-QEC-
QEC relay channel, and achievability of the cut-set bound for the physically degraded
QEC-QEC-QEC relay channel, was shown in [60]. An extension to the achievability of the
cut-set bound for a channel with multiple relays in the erasure relay setting is given in
[61]. However, the problem of determining the capacity of a relay channel remains open
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in general. It was shown that the cut-set bound is not met for Gaussian relay networks
[62]. The cut-set bound of [19] is given next.
Theorem ([19]). For a general relay channel,
C ≤ max
p(x0,x1)
min
{
I(X0, X1; Y0, Y2), I(X0; Y0, Y1, Y2 | X1)
}
.
If Y0 is a degraded form of Y1, then
C ≤ max
p(x0,x1)
min
{
I(X0, X1; Y0, Y2), I(X0; Y1 | X1)
}
.
This can be interpreted as saying that the capacity on a relay channel is bounded above
by the minimum of (i) the information passed from the source to the relay or receiver
and (ii) the information passed from the source or relay to the receiver. Each of these
corresponds to a cut in the network, as shown in Figure 6.2. The former is sometimes
referred to as the cooperative broadcast bound and the latter is sometimes referred to as the
cooperative multiple access bound [55].
Figure 6.2: Cuts in the relay channel network from (i) the source to the relay or receiver
and (ii) the source or relay to the receiver.
At the relay, several different schemes may be employed to assist with decoding. As
in [60], we will assume that the message sent by the relay in the ith time step is a function
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of the messages received by the relay in the first i− 1 time steps. For a given time step,
it is then reasonable to assume that the messages sent by the sender and the relay are
independent. To consider partial erasures in a relay setting, we can let any combination
of the sender-receiver, sender-relay, and relay-receiver links be partial erasure channels.
6.2 Cut-set Bound for the MEC-QEC-QEC Relay Channel
We will consider a degraded relay channel in which the source-relay link is a MEC, and
the other links are QECs. We will refer to this as the MEC-QEC-QEC relay channel. We
derive the cut-set bound for this relay channel setting as follows.
Theorem 8. The capacity region of the degraded erasure relay channel where the sender-to-
receiver and the relay-to-receiver links are QECs over GF(pj) with erasure probabilities ε and ε2,
respectively and the sender-to-relay is a MEC over GF(pj) with erasure probabilities γ1, . . . ,γj
and there is no interference at the receiver is upper bounded by
R ≤ max
α∈[0,1]
min
{
1
j
j
∑
i=1
(1− γi), (1− ε) + α(1− ε2)
}
.
For the case of the the constrained MEC with γ1 = · · · = γj = γ, we have
R ≤ max
α∈[0,1]
min {(1− γ), (1− ε) + α(1− ε2)} .
Let α∗ be the value of α maximizing the bound. Note that as in [60], α∗ can be found
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explicitly. Specifically,
α∗ =

0 if 1j ∑
j
i=1(1− γi) ≤ 1− ε
ε−1+ 1j ∑
j
i=1(1−γi)
1−ε2 if (1− ε) < 1j ∑
j
i=1(1− γi) < (1− ε) + (1− ε2)
1 if (1− ε) + (1− ε2) ≤ 1j ∑ji=1(1− γi)
.
When α = α∗ as above, 1j ∑
j
i=1(1− γi) will be the minimum term in the bound exactly
when (1− ε) + (1− ε2) ≥ 1j ∑ji=1(1− γi).
Proof. Recall that the MEC may be decomposed into independent p-ary erasure channels.
The cut-set bound of [19] informs us that the capacity region of a degraded relay channel
may be bounded above by
R ≤ max
p(x0,x1)
min
{
I(X0; Y1 | X1), I(X0, X1; Y0, Y2)
}
.
As in [60], this may be rewritten as
R ≤ max
p(x0,x1)
min
{
I(X0; Y1)− I(X1; Y1), I(X0; Y0) + I(X1, Y2 | X0)
}
.
Both terms in the bound are maximized when X1 and X0 are independent. In this case,
the first term becomes I(X0; Y1). Recall, for the MEC, we have I(X0; Y1) ≤ 1j ∑ji=1(1− γi).
Now consider the second term. We assume no interference at the receiver, so we may
view the relay-receiver and sender-receiver links as channels with independent erasures.
As in [60], when X0 and X1 are independent and H(X1) = αH(X0) for some 0 ≤ α ≤ 1,
we have
I(X0; Y0) + I(X1, Y2 | X0) = (1− ε)H(X0) + (1− ε2)αH(X0).
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6.3 Achievability
We now show how the cut-set bound of Theorem 8 may be achieved using MDS codes
and multilevel coding. For relay channels with simple erasure channel links, it is known
that MDS codes achieve capacity [60]. We next show how we can meet the cut-set bound
in the MEC-QEC-QEC relay setting by using MDS codes and multilevel coding. This then
proves that the cut-set bound defines the capacity region of this channel.
6.3.1 On the Constrained MEC
Consider the degraded MEC-QEC-QEC relay channel where the sender-to-receiver and
the relay-to-receiver links are QECs with erasure probabilities ε and ε2, respectively and
the sender-to-relay is a constrained q = pj-ary MEC with p-ary symbol erasure probability
γ.
Assume there are k q-ary information symbols to be sent. Recall that the MEC may
be decomposed into j independent p-ary erasure channels. Each q-ary symbol to be
sent by the sender can be expanded into j p-ary symbols. The sender will encode the
resulting kj p-ary symbols using multilevel coding as explained in Chapter 4 and transmit
the multilevel encoded sequence across both the MEC and the QEC. Moreover, we will
require that the component codes each be MDS. On the constrained MEC we can use
the same component code for each component. Let [Ik×k|Ak×m] be the generator matrix
for the component MDS code over GF(p). Thus there are nj p-ary symbols which are
then converted to n q-ary symbols which the sender transmits to the receiver over a q-ary
erasure channel and also transmits to the relay over the MEC.
The erasure probability of the sender-receiver connection is ε, thus on average for
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large n, the receiver obtains n(1− ε) q-ary symbols intact by the law of large numbers.
Moreover, when a symbol is erased on this channel, it causes an erasure at the p-ary level
in each of the j component codes (due to the structure of this multilevel coding scheme).
Thus, there are n(1− ε) p-ary symbols intact in each of the component codes.
At the relay, for each of the j component codes, there are n(1− γ) intact p-ary symbols
on average for large n, by the law of large numbers. Here, in contrast to the QEC, the
positions need not be the same for each of them (i.e. different locations may be erased for
different components) because the channels for the components are independent. Recall
that for an [n, k, d]q MDS code, a codeword may be recovered from any k symbols within
the word. If [Ik×k|Ak×m] is MDS over GF(p), the relay will be able to recover all symbols
in each of the component codes as long as k ≤ n(1− γ). Then, the relay encodes the k
original q-ary information symbols also using multilevel coding (so that both the symbols
sent over the sender-receiver and relay-receiver links use multilevel coding). In this case,
each component code has generator matrix [Bk×`] over GF(p) where [Ik×k|Ak×m|Bk×`] is
also MDS. The k original q-ary information symbols are encoded to give a length ` q-ary
codeword that is transmitted over a QEC with erasure probability ε2 to the receiver.
On average, for large n, the receiver receives `(1− ε2) intact q-ary symbols from
the relay, which means that there are on average `(1− ε) p-ary symbols intact on each
component code. So long as k ≤ n(1− ε) + `(1− ε2), each component code can recover
all symbols if [Ik×k|Ak×m|Bk×`] is also MDS.
6.3.2 On the Unconstrained MEC
Now we consider the same relay setting with the unconstrained MEC with component
erasure probabilities γ1, . . . ,γk. On the unconstrained MEC, j potentially different compo-
nent codes C1, . . . , Cj, each of block length n, are used. Code Ci has rate
ki
n
for i = 1, . . . , j,
and ∑
j
i=1 ki = kj. Assume each component code Ci is chosen to be an MDS code with gen-
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erator matrix [Iki×ki |Aki×mi ] over GF(p), where ki + mi = n and ∑
j
i=1 mi = j(n− k) = jm.
Again, there are nj p-ary symbols which are then converted to n q-ary symbols which the
sender transmits to the receiver over a q-ary erasure channel and also transmits to the
relay over the MEC.
The erasure probability of the sender-receiver connection is ε, thus on average, the
receiver obtains n(1− ε) q-ary symbols intact. Moreover, when a symbol is erased on this
channel, it causes an erasure at the p-ary level in each of the j component codes. Thus,
there are n(1− ε) p-ary symbols intact in each of the component codes.
At the relay, for component code Ci, there are n(1− γi) intact p-ary symbols. As long
as ki ≤ n(1− γi) for every i, the relay will be able to recover all symbols in each of the
component codes, and thus, recover all information symbols. Note that this implies that
kj ≤ ∑ji=1(1− γi)n.
Then, the relay encodes the ki original q-ary information symbols, again using an MDS
code with length ` and generator matrix [Bki×`] over GF(p) where [Iki×ki |Aki×mi |Bki×`] is
also MDS. The q-ary codeword is transmitted over a QEC with erasure probability ε2 to
the receiver.
On average, the receiver receives `(1− ε2) intact q-ary symbols from the relay, which
means that there are on average `(1− ε) p-ary symbols intact on each component code.
So long as ki ≤ n(1− ε) + `(1− ε2) for each i, each component code can recover all
symbols so long as the code generated by [Iki×ki |Aki×mi |Bki×`] is also MDS.
Let Mi = [Iki×ki |Aki×mi |Bki×`] for i = 1, 2, . . . , j. Assuming that the p-ary symbols are
assigned to component codes in order (i.e. the first k1 symbols are encoded by C1, the
next k2 symbols are encoded by C2, and so on), the receiver decodes using the MDS
code with generator matrix Mi on the ith component. The overall representation for this
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coding scheme may be given by the jk× (jk + jm + j`) generator matrix

M1 0 · · · 0
0 M2
. . . ...
... . . . . . . 0
0 · · · 0 Mj

for the p-ary expansion that has MDS codes on each component.
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Chapter 7
Hypergraph Codes
The design of codes for distributed storage has recently become a popular area of study
[4, 63, 64]. Increasing amounts of data must be stored and accessed. When storing large
amounts of data, it is inconvenient or infeasible to frequently access all the data stored
in the system. Consequently, there is interest in codes that can be decoded locally by
accessing small amounts of data [22, 23, 65]. Other properties of interest include the
storage overhead and repair bandwidth costs [5], latency [66, 67], and privacy of codes
[68] for distributed storage.
As we saw in Chapter 2, codes may be defined using graphs. Codes may also be
defined on hypergraphs, a generalization of graphs in which edges are formed by subsets of
vertices. Codes from regular hypergraphs with expansion-like properties were introduced
in [20] as a family of asymptotically good binary codes. The existence of hypergraph
codes meeting the Gilbert-Varshamov bound and an improved decoding algorithm for
codes on hypergraphs was found in [21]. More recently, codes from expander graphs were
considered for locality in[22]. In this section, we introduce a construction of a biregular
hypergraph and examine the locality, availability, and erasure-correcting capabilities of
the resulting hypergraph codes.
Let H denote a hypergraph. H is said to be t-uniform if every edge contains exactly
t vertices (so a graph is a 2-uniform hypergraph) and t-partite if its vertex set can be
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partitioned into t sets V1, . . . , Vt such that no edge contains more than one vertex from
any part. H is ∆-regular if every vertex belongs to ∆ edges. As in [20], we will use
H = (V1, V2, . . . , Vt; E) to denote a t-uniform, t-partite hypergraph with vertex sets
V1, . . . , Vt and edge set E. We will also assume that no two edges in E are identical.
The locality of a code measures how many code symbols must be used to recover an
erased code symbol. While there are a variety of locality notions relevant to coding for
distributed storage, we focus on (r, `)-cooperative locality and (r, τ)-availability [22, 23].
Definition 18. A code C has (r, `)-cooperative locality if for any y ∈ C, any set of ` symbols
in y are functions of at most r other symbols. Furthermore, C has (r, τ)-availability if any
symbol in y can be recovered by using any of τ disjoint sets of symbols each of size at
most r.
7.1 Biregular Hypergraph Code Construction and Properties
A construction of t-uniform t-partite ∆-regular hypergraphs is presented in [20] based
on an underlying regular bipartite expander graph. We show how to obtain a t-uniform
t-partite (∆1,∆2)-biregular hypergraph from a (c, d)-regular bipartite graph in a similar
way. We provide bounds on the stopping set size, cooperative locality, rate, and minimum
distance for the resulting hypergraph codes. The proofs of these results come from
straightforward generalizations of a co-author’s arguments for the regular hypergraph
case [3]. However, they are included for completeness.
Definition 19. We say that a t-uniform t-partite hypergraphH = (V1, . . . , Vt; E) is (∆1,∆2)-
biregular if the parts can be labeled such that each vertex in an odd (resp., even) index
part is contained in ∆1 (resp., ∆2) edges.
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Construction 1. Let G = V ∪W be a (c, d)-regular bipartite expander graph with |V| ≥ |W|.
For t ∈N, construct a t-uniform t-partite hypergraph H with parts V1, . . . , Vt as follows. For odd
(resp., even) i, let Vi be a copy of V (resp., W). Take E(H) to be the set of edges corresponding to
walks of length t− 1 in G. That is (v1, . . . , vt) with vi ∈ Vi is in E(H) if and only if (v1, . . . , vt)
corresponds to a walk in G.
Note that H is indeed t-uniform and t-partite, and has vertices of degree ∆1 =
cd t2 edb t2 c−1 (resp., ∆2 = cd
t
2 e−1db t2 c) in odd (resp., even) index parts.
A stopping set in the Tanner graph of a generalized LDPC code is a subset S of the
variable nodes such that each neighbor of S has at least dmin(C) neighbors in S, where C
is the subcode represented by the constraint vertices [69, 70]. The definition of a stopping
set may be extended to biregular hypergraph codes. On erasure channels, stopping sets
characterize iterative decoding failure, as when the symbols in a stopping set is erased,
the decoder is unable to proceed.
Definition 20. Let Z be a code on a hypergraph H = (V1, V2, . . . , Vt; E), with the edges
representing the code symbols and the vertices representing the constraints of a subcode
C1 (resp., C2) if the vertex is in an odd (resp., even) index part. Then a stopping set S is a
subset of the edges of H such that every vertex contained in an element of S is contained
in at least dmin(C1) (resp., dmin(C2)) elements of S if the vertex is in an odd (resp., even)
index part.
We now give a bound on the minimum stopping set size and (r, `)-cooperative locality
of codes resulting from Construction 1.
Theorem 9. Let H be a t-uniform t-partite (∆1,∆2)-biregular hypergraph. If the vertices in an
odd (resp., even) index part ofH represent constraints of a subcode C1 (resp., C2) with block length
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∆1 (resp., ∆2), then the size of the minimum stopping set, smin(H), is bounded by
smin(H) ≥
(
dmin(C1)d
t
2 edmin(C2)b
t
2 c
)1/(t−1)
. (7.1)
Proof. Let H be as above, and let S be a minimum stopping set for H. As H is t-uniform
and t-partite, each edge in S contains exactly one constraint node from each of the t parts
of H. Therefore each part of H has exactly |S| = smin(H) incident edges belonging to S.
Each constraint node contained in an edge in S in and odd (resp., even) index part must
be contained in at least dmin(C1) (resp., dmin(C2)) edges in S. By the pigeonhole principle,
the number of vertices in any odd (resp., even) index part of H that are contained in some
edge in S is bounded above by smin(H)dmin(C1) (resp.,
smin(H)
dmin(C2)
).
There are d t2e odd index parts and b t2c even index parts of H. There are therefore at
most
(
smin(H)
dmin(C1)
)d t2 e ( smin(H)
dmin(C2)
)b t2 c
= smin(H)
t
dmin(C1)
d t2 edmin(C2)b
t
2 c
edges in S. Thus,
smin(H)t
dmin(C1)d
t
2 edmin(C2)b
t
2 c
≥ smin(H)
and so
smin(H) ≥
(
dmin(C1)d
t
2 edmin(C2)b
t
2 c
)1/(t−1)
.
Note that the guaranteed number of erasures that may be recovered at once is one
less than the size of the smallest stopping set. Thus we have the following corollary.
Corollary 1. If the subcodes C1 (resp., C2) of the biregular hypergraph code Z have r1 (resp., r2)
locality then Z has (r, `)-cooperative locality where
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r = r1d t2e
smin(H)
dmin(C1)
+ r2b t2c
smin(H)
dmin(C2)
smin(H)− 1 ≥ ` ≥
(
dmin(C1)d
t
2 edmin(C2)b
t
2 c
)1/(t−1) − 1.
Observe that Z has at least the (r, τ)-availability of its subcodes.
Sipser and Spielman showed that when the a code is defined using an expander graph
(i.e. a graph in which small sets of vertices have large neighborhoods), it has improved
minimum distance [30]. In [20], Bilu and Hoory define e-homogeneity, an expansion-like
property of hypergraphs. We extend the definition of e-homogeneity to biregular hy-
pergraphs and give an improved minimum stopping set bound for the corresponding
codes.
Definition 21. Let H = (V1, V2, . . . , Vt; E) be a t-uniform t-partite (∆1,∆2)-biregular
hypergraph with n1 vertices in each odd index part and n2 vertices in each even index
part. We say that H is e-homogeneous if for every choice of A1, A2, . . . , At, with Ai ⊆ Vi,
|E(A1, A2, . . . At)|
∆1n1
≤
t
∏
i=1
αi + e
√
ασ(1)ασ(2),
where σ is a permutation on [t] such that ασ(i) ≤ ασ(i+1) for each i ∈ [t − 1], and
|Ai| = αin1 if i is odd and |Ai| = αin2 if i is even.
Theorem 10. Let H = (V1, . . . , Vt; E) be a t-uniform t-partite (∆1,∆2)-regular e-homogeneous
hypergraph where there are n1 (resp., n2) vertices in each of the odd (resp., even) index parts. Let
C1 and C2 be the subcodes of the odd and even index parts, respectively. Then smin(H) is bounded
below by
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(
(n1dmin(C1))d
t
2 e(n2dmin(C2))b
t
2 c
n1∆1
(
1− en1∆1
mini=1,2{nidmin(Ci)}
)) 1t−1
.
For e <
(
1− n1∆1
n
d t2 e
1 n
b t2 c
2
)
mini=1,2{nidmin(Ci)}
n1∆1
, this improves the Theorem 9 bound.
Proof. Let S be a minimum stopping set. By Theorem 9,
smin(H) ≥
(
dmin(C1)d
t
2 edmin(C2)b
t
2 c
)1/(t−1)
.
Let Ai ⊆ Vi be the set of vertices in Vi, for i ∈ [t], contained in an edge in S. By
e-homogeneity,
smin(H) = |S| ≤ |E(A1, . . . , At)| ≤ n1∆1
(
t
∏
i=1
αi + e
√
ασ(1)ασ(2)
)
,
where E(A1, . . . , At) is the set of edges which intersect all of the Ai’s, αi =
|Ai|
n1
(resp.,
αi =
|Ai|
n2
) if i is odd (resp., even), and σ is a permutation on [t] such that ασ(1) ≤ ασ(2) ≤
· · · ≤ ασ(t). Since |Ai| ≤ smin(H)/dmin(C1) (resp., |Ai| ≤ smin(H)/dmin(C2)) if i is odd
(resp., even), the above inequality simplifies to
smin(H) ≤ n1∆1
((
smin(H)
n1dmin(C1)
)d t2 e ( smin(H)
n2dmin(C2)
)b t2 c
+ e
smin(H)
mini=1,2{nidmin(Ci)}
)
= n1∆1
(
smin(H)t
(n1dmin(C1))d
t
2 e(n2dmin(C2))b
t
2 c
+ e
smin(H)
mini=1,2{nidmin(Ci)}
)
Therefore
(
(n1dmin(C1))d
t
2 e(n2dmin(C2))b
t
2 c
n1∆1
(
1− en1∆1
mini=1,2{nidmin(Ci)}
)) 1t−1
≤ smin(H)
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if
1 <
nd
t
2 e
1 n
b t2 c
2
n1∆1
(
1− en1∆1
mini=1,2{nidmin(Ci)}
)
n1∆1
nd
t
2 e
1 n
b t2 c
2
< 1− en1∆1
mini=1,2{nidmin(Ci)}
en1∆1
mini=1,2{nidmin(Ci)} < 1−
n1∆1
nd
t
2 e
1 n
b t2 c
2
e <
1− n1∆1
nd
t
2 e
1 n
b t2 c
2
 mini=1,2{nidmin(Ci)}
n1∆1
.
We now give bounds on the rate and minimum distance of a length n1∆1 code Z
from an e-homogeneous t-uniform t-partite (∆1,∆2)-regular hypergraph with n1 (resp.,
n2) vertices in each odd (resp., even) index part and [∆1,∆1R1,∆1δ1] subcodes C1 (resp.,
[∆2,∆2R2,∆2δ2] subcodes C2).
rate(Z) ≥ R1d t2e+ R2b
t
2
c − (t− 1)
dmin(Z) ≥ n1∆1
(
(δ
d t2 e
1 δ
b t2 c
2 )
1
t−1 − c(e, δ1, δ2, t)
)
where c(e, δ1, δ2, t) → 0 as e → 0. The proofs follow those for the regular hypergraph
bounds given in [20] and are included for completeness.
Proof. Let Z be a code on a (∆1,∆2)-biregular hypergraph with subcodes C1 and C2. Let
R1 (resp., R2) be the rate and let δ1 (resp., δ2) be the relative distance of C1 (resp., C2).
Since C1 and C2 are linear codes, codewords in C1 (resp., C2) must each satisfy (1− R1)∆1
(resp., (1− R2)∆2) linear equations.
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A word in Z must then satisfy (1− R1)n1∆1d t2e+ (1− R2)n2∆2b t2c linear equations.
Therefore
(1− rate(Z))∆1n1 ≤ (1− R1)n1∆1d t2e+ (1− R2)n2∆2b
t
2
c
=(1− R1)n1∆1d t2e+ (1− R2)n1∆1b
t
2
c,
and so
rate(Z) ≥ 1− (1− R1)d t2e − (1− R2)b
t
2
c.
Let x ∈ Z be a codeword of weight dmin(Z). Then x satisfies the constraints of each
subcode. Therefore, either the weight of x is either 0 or ≥ mini=1,2{dmin(Ci)}. For each
i ∈ [t], let Ai be the set of vertices for which x is not 0 (i.e. the vertices that are in edges
that were not assigned 0 in x). Note that if dmin(C1)|Ai| > dmin(Z) for an odd i (resp.,
dmin(C2)|Ai| > dmin(Z) for an even i), then there are not enough nonzero symbols in x
(i.e. edges assigned nonzero symbols) to satisfy the conditions of C1 (resp., C2). Therefore
for odd (resp., even) i, we must have |Ai| ≤ dmin(Z)dmin(C1) (resp., |Ai| ≤
dmin(Z)
dmin(C2)
). Each nonzero
edge is incident to each Ai. Therefore {nonzero edges} ⊆ E(A1, A2, . . . , At), and by
e-homogeneity,
dmin(Z)
n1∆1
=
|{nonzero edges}|
n1∆1
≤
t
∏
i=1
αi + e
√
ασ(1)ασ(2)
≤
(
dmin(Z)
dmin(C1)n1
)d t2 e ( dmin(Z)
dmin(C2)n2
)b t2 c
+ e
dmin(Z)
mini=1,2{dmin(Ci)ni}
= dmin(Z)t
(
1
dmin(C1)n1
)d t2 e ( 1
dmin(C2)n2
)b t2 c
+ e
dmin(Z)
mini=1,2{dmin(Ci)ni} .
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Thus
dmin(Z) ≥
(
(dmin(C1)n1)
d t2 e (dmin(C2)n2)b
t
2 c
(
1
n1∆1
− e
mini=1,2{dmin(Ci)ni}
)) 1
t−1
.
The regular t-uniform t-partite hypergraphs constructed in [20] from regular expander
graphs with second largest eigenvalue λ were shown to be 2(t− 1)λ-homogeneous. We
conjecture that when Construction 1 starts with a (c, d)-regular bipartite expander graph,
the resulting hypergraph will be e-homogeneous, where e depends on the second largest
eigenvalue of the underlying expander graph.
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